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A series of new laws regulating the classification of properties as
Alojamento Local, or short-term rental properties, came into effect
earlier this week, which, among others, gives councils and
condominiums more powers to intervene in future listings.

T

he revamped bill lays
out a number of
alterations to the
existing legislation
which regulates the process of
legalising private properties as
Alojamento Local (AL).
However, the changes will
mostly affect new properties
signing up, with fewer
ramifications for existing AL
properties.
Chiefly, as of Tuesday this week,
under the new regime, all types
of properties that provide shortterm rental accommodation in
exchange for payment can be
considered AL, and not just
those intended for tourists.
Among other key changes, the
new bill gives power to local
councils and condominiums to
intervene in future AL
registrations.
This means councils and other
property-owners in a building
can have a say in whether or not a
particular property can be let for
short-term rentals.
The new rules also foresee
‘areas of containment’ to
preserve the social character of
neighbourhoods and places.
In comments to Expresso
newspaper, Patricia Viana,
partner in the Abreu Advogados
Real Estate Law firm, explained
these ‘containment zones’ are
“areas defined by the local
authority where a single owner
can only operate a maximum of
seven local accommodation
establishments”. These areas
should be re-evaluated at least

every two years.
This measure, however, only
applies to new registrations; that
is, only those who want to start a
new AL in these areas require
authorisation from local
authorities.
On the other hand, the revised
law also forces current AL
owners to implement changes,
such as acquiring mandatory
multi-risk insurance and having
an onsite information book in
four languages.
AL owners could also be asked to
pay up to 30 percent more on
their annual condominium
quota, if the condominium or
home-owners’ association sees
fit, according to Expresso.
Owners failing to comply with the
AL law – for example, if a property
accommodates more guests
than legally allowed, or if it falls
short of hygiene or safety
standards – now face heftier
fines, which have been upped
from €2,500 to €4,000 in the case
of individual owners, and from
€25,000 to €40,000 if the
property is owned by a company.
Hostels are also addressed in
the revised legislation; anyone
wanting to create a hostel in a
horizontal property regime
(where some of the houses are
for permanent residence), must
ask the condominium for prior
authorisation.
Condominiums have also been
given leverage to oppose or even
ask for AL licences to be revoked,
if the property in question is in an
apartment block, but, according

to the legal expert’s analysis of
the new law, this would happen
“only if there is a repeated
practice of acts that preclude or
disturb the normal enjoyment of
the building by the condominium
owners” and which are reported
to the local council.
Ms. Viana said under the new
changes, councils have been
given more power in ensuring AL
properties comply with the
regime, and can also order the
temporary suspending of
licences, should the functioning
of the property be considered a
matter of public health.
Furthermore, councils are now
the first port-of-call for those
wanting to register properties as
AL, instead of the national
tourism board Turismo de
Portugal. Councils have ten days
in the case of privately-owned
properties or 20 days if the
request is for a hostel, to decide if
they will accept the registration or
not.
The number of days an owner
has to inform the authorities of
closure of an AL property has
also been slashed, from 60 days
to 10.
Lastly, all AL properties are
obliged to have an information
book in four languages –
Portuguese, English and at least
two other foreign languages.
In related news, about a week
ago, Lisbon council announced
that it would suspend new AL
registrations in the historic
neighbourhoods of Madragoa,
Castelo, Alfama, Mouraria and

Regulations covering Portugal’s local lodg
cities such as Lisbon and Porto (pictured). H

Bairro Alto. This suspension is,
according to the law, valid for only
one year, after which it will be
reassessed.
Recent reports claim the number
of new AL registrations has
skyrocketed, making existing
ratios calculated by councils
outdated.
A current estimate puts the
number of AL properties along
Lisbon’s main avenues at over
25 percent and at around 40
percent in the historic heart of the
city, having risen from 34 percent
in the space of two and a half
months.
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N News in Brief
Number of millionaires in Portugal drops
The number of millionaires in Portugal has dropped from last year to this
year. According to Credit Suisse, the number of people living in Portugal
with an estate of one million dollars or more dropped in 2018 by over 5,000
people. Credit Suisse based its findings on the annual Global Wealth
Report, and indicates Portugal currently has around 94,000 millionaires.

No Brexit deal ‘only if stars very poorly aligned’

N

Portugal’s prime minister has said that only if “the stars are very
poorly aligned” will there be no agreement on Brexit. He explains that
both sides want a deal and that only one point remains open for
discussion. António Costa added that it was a question of when and
not if for an agreement to be reached, saying his views were not
optimistic, but rather realistic based on progress made between
London and Brussels so far.

Police officer suspended after stealing €300
from lost wallet
A PSP police officer has been disarmed and suspended from duty
after stealing €300 from a tourist’s wallet at Lisbon airport. The tourist
had lost the wallet moments earlier and had reported it missing. The
officer was caught on camera taking the cash from the lost wallet;
evidence that was decisive in the action taken against him.

Pickpocket arrests on the up
The number of pickpockets being caught by police in Portugal is on
the up. During the first nine months of the year, between January and
September, 210 pickpockets were arrested. That was 82 more arrests
than in 2017.

Vilamoura to upgrade streets and create more
cycle tracks

ging (alojamento local) licences have this week suffered substantial reforms following opposition from residents in
However, Porto Town Hall has said it will not follow the capital’s example adopting the legislation. (Photo: TPN).

WEATHER

Temperatures set to plummet

Feira de Todos os Santos returns to Silves

A blast of cold air is on its way to Portugal that will send the mercury plummeting
downwards, with thermometers set to plunge across the map over the weekend.
Lisbon: The difference in
temperatures from Thursday this
week to the start of the new week
in Lisbon will be marked, as
thermometers are forecast to
drop by around 10 degrees over
the weekend. The weekend will
be dry but rain is forecast from
Monday onwards.

South: Southern Portugal will
dodge the worst of the chilly blast
although temperatures are still
set to tumble by several degrees.
Sunday will be particularly cold,
at around 17 degrees Celsius,
before climbing a degree or two
for the rest of next week, which
will also be rainy from Tuesday.

Vilamoura is to upgrade its streets as well as create more cycle
tracks. The interventions aim to improve the lives of residents and
tourists in the area. More parking for the city is also in the pipeline.
Municipal management company Inframoura said the project
centres on four main areas of intervention, and aims to create
excellent communal areas and enhance the urban environment.

North: The weekend will be
dry and hazy in northern Portugal
but thermometers are set to
plunge there too. Maximums
next week will hover between
highs of 14 and 16 degrees,
coupled with showers that will
start to fall from Monday
onwards.

The traditional All Popular Saints Fair is returning to Silves later this
month. The centuries-old fair, which has been held since 1492, will
be in Silves from 31 October to 4 November. It is to be held in the car
park behind the castle.

Navy rescues man from sinking yacht
The Portuguese navy this week rescued a man from a yacht that
was sinking off the coast of Portugal. The boat was sailing more than
200 nautical miles off the coast of Lisbon when it ran into difficulties.
The alarm was raised around 5.30am that the vessel was taking on
water. The lone sailor, a 54-year-old Portuguese man was rescued;
the 12-metre yacht eventually sank.
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Portugal to climb longevity table
Portugal is set to climb the longevity table by a considerable margin in the next two decades, with the country set to be
among the top five in the world where people live the longest.

Portugal is among a handful of countries where life expectancy is set to increase well above global averages, placing the
country fifth overall for longevity by 2040. (Photo: Lusa/Eduardo Costa)

A

ccording to
medical journal
Lancet, the
lifespan in
Portugal will reach 84.5 in
2040.
Spain is forecast to
overtake Japan, ranked
first in 2016, which drops
into second place with an

average lifespan of 85.7 in
2040.
The average life
expectancy in Portugal
between 2015 and 2017
was 80.78 years, which
showed an increase over
the previous two years,
especially for men.
According to figures from

the mortality tables
published, men currently
have a life expectancy of
77.74 years at birth, an
additional 1.6 months, and
women 83.78 years, an
extra month compared to
the previous two-year
period.
In ten years, the average

life expectancy has
increased by 2.28 years for
the general population,
2.56 years for men and
1.78 years for women.
In the case of men,
mortality below the age of
60 fell, while in women it
decreased from aged 60 or
more.

The gender gap in average
life expectancy decreased
from 6.45 years, ten years
ago, to 5.67 years in the
period between 2015 and
2017.
For those over 65 years of
age, the life expectancy of
the population was 19.45
years.
Once again, in women this
indicator is higher: 20.81
years compared to 17.55
for men.
Meanwhile, according to
the study released this
week, lifespan gains
around the world are likely
to be checked by factors
such as high blood
pressure, diabetes, obesity,
tobacco and alcohol use,
and air pollution, according
to the study.
African countries continue to
have the worst rates of
premature death.
Citizens of the Central
African Republic, Lesotho,
Somalia and Zimbabwe are
still expected to die before
the age of 65 by 2040.
Notably the US makes the
biggest drop down the
league table, falling from
43rd place in 2016 to 64th
in 22 years’ time.
Average life expectancy in
the US, one of the world’s
richest nations, is forecast
to increase by only 1.1
years to 79.8.

Lead author Dr Kyle
Foreman, from the Institute
for Health Metrics and
Evaluation (IHME) at the
University of Washington,
US, said: “The future of the
world’s health is not preordained, and there is a
wide range of plausible
trajectories. But whether
we see significant progress
or stagnation depends on
how well or poorly health
systems address key
health drivers.”
To carry out the study,
researchers looked at the
impact of 79 independent
drivers of health including
smoking, high body mass
index (BMI), and lack of
clean water and sanitation
on causes of death around
the world.
In 2016, the last time the
study was carried out, four
of the top 10 causes of
premature death were
non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) and
injuries.
The new forecast shows
that by 2040 this figure
increases to eight. Heart
disease, stroke, chronic
lung disease, chronic
kidney disease,
Alzheimer’s disease,
diabetes, lung cancer and
road accident injuries are
all in the top 10 causes of
premature death in 2040.
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Socialists reject idea of election year budget
Portugal’s Prime Minister, António Costa, speaking as leader of the governing Socialist Party, has rejected suggestions
that the 2019 budget bill was drafted with next year’s elections in mind, saying that it is about the country’s future.

I

Prime Minister António Costa pictured here this week addressing Socialist Party
candidates during which he issued a denial that next year’s budget is aimed at appeasing
disgruntled civil servants and to gaining additional votes.
(Photo: Lusa/António Cotrim)

n particular, he said, it
aims at helping the
economy converge
with the rest of the
European Union.
Costa made the comments
in a speech earlier this
week to members of the
Lisbon area section of the
party, at a session in which
he outlined the main thrust
of the draft budget.
Without directly referring to
opposition allegations that
the budget – the last of the
current parliament - above
all is designed to help the
Socialists win the general
election scheduled for next
year, Costa insisted that the
bill “is one of continuity”
with policies in force since
the government took office
in late 2015.
As well as ensuring sound
finances, he said, it
contains a series of future-

oriented policies “so that
Portugal has a decade of
convergence with the
European Union.”
Above all, he said, this was
in terms of improving the
level of qualifications in the
workforce, “giving better
conditions to the new
generations to live in
Portugal” instead of
emigrating, as well as to
“those who create in
culture or who research in
science.”
Only in this way “can
Portugal continue to attract
new companies,” he
added.
On his way in to the event,
Costa declined to answer
journalists’ questions
about the fact that the
parliamentary budget
support unit, UTAO, had on
the basis of data contained
in the 2019 budget,

projected a deficit of 0.5
percent equivalent to gross
domestic product rather
than 0.2 percent as the
government foresees, due
to what it calculated as
€590 million in spending in
excess of what the
government has stated.
In his speech, Costa
restated the 0.2 percent
deficit figure, saying he
was proud that in previous
years the public accounts
had always been “correct”.
He went on to stress “two
new core areas” of budget
policy - the reduction in
prices for public transport
and housing – and attacked
the previous government
for making what he called
“blind cuts” to improve the
public finances, and
moving to privatise key
transport enterprises.
TPN/Lusa

Portugal’s prison guards Number of foreigners buying in Portugal on the up
strike for most of week The number of homes being purchased by non-residents has once again risen,
Portugal’s prison guards have this week staged a
three-day strike, which affected visits to the
establishments.
According to the National
Prison Guards’ Union
(SNCGP) the action aims to
defend their rights and
interests and demand a
review of their career status.
The guards also staged a
vigil outside the Prime
Minister’s official
residence on Thursday as
well as joining a civil

servants’ strike on Friday,
at 11am and 2pm.
There are currently
around 4,000 guards in
Portugal working in 50
prisons.
On Tuesday, day one of
the strike action, the union
estimated around 90
percent of the guards had
stayed home.

the Office for National Statistics (INE) revealed this week.
Latest figures show that almost
one in 12 properties sold last year
were bought by non-residents, who
were responsible for 12 percent of
the total spend.
Foreign buyers also spent an
average of 160,000 euros on each
real estate transaction, while local
buyers averaged just over 107,000
euros.
Real estate transactions involving
non-residents increased by just
under 20 percent in number, and

were up almost 23 percent in value.
Topping the list of nationalities
are French nationals, representing
one in five sales, followed by the UK
(16.2 percent), Brazil, China and
Switzerland.
The majority of sales were in the
Algarve, with 42.8 percent of the
national total involving non-residents,
followed by Lisbon with 35 percent.
The Portuguese capital was
however, where foreign buyers spent
the most on real estate, with average

sales averaging 276,000 euros.
In related news, foreign tourists
visiting Portugal have spent close to
11 billion euros on services during
the first eight months of the year.
According to tourism figures out
this week, the trend established up
until August could see 2018 setting
a new record in terms of cash left
behind by tourists while visiting the
country.
The current record, set last year,
currently stands at 15 billion euros.
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Ryanair’s Portugal staff to face potential
disciplinary action

A number of Ryanair’s Portugal-based staff have been ordered to attend
a meeting in Dublin later this week to face potential disciplinary action.

Ryanair have said a photo showing Portugal-based staff sleeping on an airport floor is fake and was staged.
(Photo: Supplied)

R

eports in the Irish press
say this is the result of a
photo published on
social media, which
shows Ryanair crew members,
based in Portugal, sleeping on a
floor at Malaga Airport.
The low-cost airline has since
dismissed the photo as being fake.

The photo, which grabbed
headlines and went viral on
Facebook and Twitter, was
published after four Ryanair
planes were forced to land in
Spain instead of Portugal, where
they are based.
The planes were diverted due to
safety concerns resulting from

the unstable weather conditions
caused by Storm Leslie in
Portugal.
Immediately after the photo was
published, Chief Operations
Officer Peter Bellew apologised
to the staff. He further added in a
tweet that at the time, there were
no hotel rooms available on the

night in Malaga.
But following the apology,
Ryanair managed to obtain
CCTV footage and posted it on
Twitter, indicating the photo had
been staged.
As a result, the group of Ryanair
staff, mostly from Portugal, have
been summoned to attend a
meeting at the airline’s head
office in Dublin.
In a letter seen by Ireland’s
RTÉ News, the staff have been
told they are “required to attend
an investigative meeting under
the disciplinary procedure.”
The meeting, said the letter, is to
“discuss the circumstances
surrounding the distribution on
social media of a photograph”,
which the airline says “faked
events.”
Portugal’s SNPVAC trade union
defended the staff, saying it was a
form of protest.
“The image illustrated the
working conditions for the crew in
Malaga last Saturday night”, said
Fernando Gandra, adding: “What
we always claimed, is that
Ryanair only gave the floor for
people to have a rest.”
A Ryanair statement meanwhile
said “the publication of this video
reveals the facts and exposes the

SNPVAC union’s fake news/false
claims” and the airline has called
on Gandra to apologise for his
claim.
In related news, Ryanair has
announced that it has signed an
agreement with the Portuguese
pilot union SPAC, which will
provide for seniority and base
transfer agreements, to cover all
of Ryanair’s directly employed
pilots in Portugal. Negotiations
with SPAC under Portuguese
Law with local contracts will now
commence before the end of
October.
Ryanair’s Chief People Officer,
Eddie Wilson said: “These
signed agreements with our pilot
unions in Portugal, the UK, Italy
and shortly in Spain,
demonstrate the considerable
progress we’re making in
concluding union agreements
with our people in our major EU
markets.”
He added that he expected that
these agreements will
encourage the cabin crew
unions in Portugal to remove
competitor airline employees,
who the airline claims have been
blocking progress, and to quickly
conclude cabin crew
agreements.
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Algarve crowned Best Gastronomic
Destination in Europe

The Algarve has this week been crowned with the title of ‘Best
European Region in Tourism and Gastronomy 2018’, awarded
by the European Council of Food and Wine Confraternities
(CEUCO) in the 13th edition of the AURUM Awards.

T

he Algarve’s distinct
gastronomic flavours
and know-how have
conquered millions of
people all over the world and are
widely considered one of the
main allures for tourists to the
Algarve, as well as being an
important form of regional
cultural expression.
Speaking at the awards
ceremony, which took place in
Athens (Greece) this past
weekend, the Algarve Regional
Tourist Board (RTA) president
João Fernandes, said the title
“comes when the Algarve is
strengthening its offering in
culinary and oenological
tourism.
“This award gives us recognition
and perseverance to continue to
enhance, preserve and promote
our gastronomic and
oenological heritage, divulging
the region through dishes and

experiences around the table.
And the victory is even sweeter
because it has been attributed by
those who share a passion for
gastronomy and wines, as a
cultural element and a symbol of
identity”, he elaborated.
The restaurant Infante
Panorâmico, in Praia Verde
(Castro Marim), was also one of
the winners, after being elected
‘Best European Restaurant
2018’.
In recent years, the Algarve has
made concerted efforts in the
consolidation of its culinary and
oenological offerings, as
strategic products for the
development of tourism in the
region, throughout the year and
throughout its territory.
The promotion of Algarve
gastronomy, its products and its
ancestral recipes has been
developed through various
programmes and projects, such as

‘Algarve Cooking Vacations’, which
aims to create culinary and
gastronomic holiday programmes.
Recently, the RTA also promoted
a study that defined the profiles of
tourists, to identify market trends
and to define the best strategies
for the elaboration of new
offerings in the region.
Created in 2005, the CEUCO
aims to bring together the largest
number of confraternities and
gastronomic and oenological
associations in the European
Union, with a common
denominator: to showcase the
products and recipes that
characterise the unique
gastronomic identity of each
region.
After Athens (Greece) and
Cordoba (Spain), the next
CEUCO congress will be held in
Albufeira in 2019, after the
Algarve’s entry was approved by
the institution.

Number of unemployed
Government bans use
people drops in September of plastic bottles, bags,
crockery in state sector
The number of unemployed people
registered in Portugal in September has
dropped by 17 percent when compared with a
year ago.

RTA president João Fernandes (2nd from right) at the event in Athens,
Greece. (Photo: Supplied)

However, the figures also show that more people
were seeking jobs in September than the month
before.
Unemployment has dropped considerably since the
economic crisis, largely thanks to the Government’s
reversal of austerity in recent years, aided by growth
supported by foreign investment, tourism and rising
exports.

Portugal’s government has approved a
resolution prohibiting all state
institutions and those indirectly overseen
by the state from using plastic bottles,
bags and cutlery.
Consumption of paper and other
consumable items will also be cut by 25
percent within one year.
The measure will be reassessed at the
beginning of 2020.

News
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Search for missing Briton not
seen since July in Portugal
Authorities in Portugal are assisting in the search
for a British man who has been missing since July
and was last seen in the Sertã area, in the
Castelo Branco district.

J

(Photo: Sussex Police)

oel Eldridge
(pictured left and
right), who is 29 and
has family in Bexhill,
Sussex in the UK, is
described as being white
and 5’ 10” and has not
made contact with friends
or family since the middle
of July 2018.
His family believes that
he may have since
travelled to the Algarve
and could be doing
casual labouring work, or
busking with his black
acoustic guitar.
Joel’s family ask that if

Defence Ministry to investigate
military police
Portugal’s ministry of defence has decided to make a “special audit of the
internal procedures” of the military judiciary police, after the recovery of
the Tancos military material stolen last year.
Reports indicate Minister Azeredo
Lopes had launched the audit to ascertain
“the actions of prevention and criminal
investigation” by the competent judicial
authorities.
The source also said that the audit’s
report “should be completed by the end of
the year.”
The theft of military equipment from the
Tancos arsenal was announced on 29
June 2017. Among the stolen material
were anti-tank grenades, plastic
explosives and a large amount of
ammunition.
On 18 October 2017, the military
judiciary police announced that it
recovered almost all the material stolen,
around 30km from Tancos.
The prosecutor’s investigation of the
recovery, named “Húbris” operation, led to
the arrest for interrogation of members of
the military police and the Republican
National Guard (GNR).
On 25 September, the judiciary police

detained the director and three members
of the military police, one civilian and three
GNR police officers from Loulé.
According to the prosecutor, in question
are “facts susceptible of integrating crimes
of criminal association, denial of justice,
malfeasance, document fraud, influence
trafficking, personal favouritism from the
employee, abuse of power, receiving
stolen goods, possession of prohibited
weapons and arms trafficking.”
The case led to the resignation on 12
October of the former minister of defence,
José Azeredo Lopes, invoking the need to
prevent armed forces from being harmed
by the “political attack” and the accusations
he claimed were targeted at him.
The parliament should vote and
approve next week a parliamentary inquiry
committee, proposed by the country’s
centre right-wing CDS/Popular Party, on
the disappearance and reappearance of
the military material in Tancos.
TPN/Lusa

anyone has any
information on his
whereabouts and welfare,
to please contact the
Polícia Judiciária in
Coimbra on 239 863 000,
the Sussex Police in the
UK on (+44) 1273 470101,
quoting Operation Lyra, or
the British Consulate in
Portugal on 21 392 4000.

British national Joel Eldridge of Castelo Branco, who has
been missing since July, is believed to have possibly relocated to the Algarve. (Photo: Supplied)
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Coimbra to host Portuguese-created worldleading surrealist art exhibit

The Portuguese city of Coimbra is to
host the world’s largest 21st century
surrealist art exhibition – ‘International
Surrealism Now’ – which was created
by a Portuguese artist and has been
teased in one of the most iconic
locations on the planet.

A Portuguese
surrealist
artist is
behind the
world’s
largest 21st
century
surrealist art
exhibition,
which is
being staged
in Coimbra
next
month.(Photo:
Supplied)

Vila Nova de Gaia to introduce € 2 a night tourist tax
Vila Nova de Gaia is the latest city in Portugal to charge a tourist tax, the
town hall said this week.
The tax is to come into force in
December and will be €2 in high season,
between 1 April and 30 September, and
€1 the rest of the year.
The tax will be charged on all paid
overnight stays per guest aged 16 or over

up to a maximum of seven nights, in all
tourist undertakings and short-term rents
in Vila Nova de Gaia”.
The tax is also to be levied on all guests
regardless of where they come from or how
TPN/Lusa
the booking is made.

T

he International
Surrealism Now
exhibition will be
on show at
Coimbra’s Casa da Cultura
& Chiado Museum, from
next month.
It will feature works of art by
112 of the world’s leading
surrealism artists from 48
countries.
This groundbreaking

project is presented by
Santiago Ribeiro, an
acclaimed Portuguese
surrealist painter,
dedicated to promoting
Surrealism of the 21st
century, through
exhibitions presented over
the last eight years in
various parts of the world,
including Berlin, Moscow,
Dallas, Los Angeles, Paris,
Florence, Granada,
Barcelona, Lisbon,
Belgrade, Monte Negro,
Romania, Japan, Taiwan
and Brazil.
Santiago conceived the
International Surrealism
Now movement in 2010, in
Coimbra, with a major
exhibit organised by the
Bissaya Barreto Foundation.
In an attempt to take art to
the people en masse – and
promote the largest group

exhibit of surrealist art this
year – Santiago Ribeiro is
teasing the public with flash
images of his work in the
most famous intersection in
the world, the iconic Times
Square, in New York.
The pieces are part of the
exhibition that will open at
the Coimbra Casa de
Cultura and Chiado
Museum on 17 November.
Ribeiro says: “As always
I´m doing something
different and the idea to
exhibit in Times Square in
New York shows how the
mass media is our modern
means to show our art”.
Billed as the largest world
exhibition of contemporary
Surrealism art in Europe,
the exhibit includes
paintings, drawings, digital
art, photographs and
sculpture.
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Bollywood movie filmed in Portugal
A large-scale Bollywood production is being filmed in Portugal, with key scenes having been shot throughout the capital last
weekend and more location filming planned for regions including Porto, Setúbal, Sesimbra and Serra da Estrela.

A

A large-scale Bollywood movie is currently being filmed in Portugal, having passed through the capital over
the weekend. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)

ccording to Lisbon
council, the “megaproduction”, an action
movie, is being made
by the executive production
company All Around The Globe.
The company is
headquartered in Lisbon but
was founded in Mumbai by
Indian Dhimant Radia, who
has been living in Portugal for
seventeen years.
Filming took place last
weekend in Lisbon, in key
locations such as Comércio
Square and the historic Bica
neighbourhood.
Lisbon council said the film
involves “leading Indian actors
as well as international experts
in the fields of special effects,
art direction, set design and
performance, as well as the
participation of several
Portuguese technical teams”.
The Portuguese capital has
seen a marked increase in the

number of films and foreign
production teams using it as a
backdrop.
“The improvement of the
licensing deadlines for filming
and the creation of the Lisbon
Film Commission were two of
the measures adopted by the
municipality of Lisbon in order
to support and streamline the
production and production of
cinematographic and
audiovisual projects”, which
may have contributed to its
recent growth in popularity, the
council explained in its
statement.
Lisbon council added that
“these projects have brought
benefits to Lisbon by
promoting and disseminating
its historical and cultural
heritage, attracting national
and international investment
and supporting the promotion
and modernisation of its
economic foundation”.

Portuguese nationality requests soar in Brazil ‘Toxic chemicals’ in recycled
Requests for nationality presented at the Consulate General of Portugal in São Paulo rose
plastic used in toys, other
by 34 percent from January to September against the same period of 2017, the office of
the Secretary of State of the Portuguese Communities said.
items - NGO
In a statement, the State
Secretary’s office said that this
increase had led to new requests
for nationality being suspended
at the Consulate General of
Portugal in São Paulo until 2
January 2019.
According to the office, almost
6,000 requests were made in
nine months and 61 percent are
for study visas.
“The growing demand is
related to the quality of the

Portuguese higher education
institutions and also to the fact
that the admission grade for
Brazilian higher education has
now been accepted in Portugal,”
the statement said.
The office noted that demand
for Portuguese nationality is
particularly predominant in
Brazil, especially since the
approval of the legislative
amendment which allows
people born outside the country

with Portuguese grandparents to
be granted Portuguese
nationality.
In 2017, among all Portuguese
consulates, the Consulate
General of São Paulo had the
highest number of requests, a
total of 12,217, three times the
volume of the second most
requested, the Consulate
General of Rio de Janeiro, which
received 4,157 requests.
TPN/Lusa

Toys, kitchen utensils and hair accessories made from
recycled plastic contaminated with toxic substances are
widely on sale in Portugal, according to ZERO, a nongovernmental organisation in the country that campaigns
on environmental issues.
A toy guitar analysed in
Portugal presented the highest
amount of polybrominated
diphenyl ethers, substances
used as retardants, of more than

400 samples, according to a
statement released by the
association, which participated
in a study that covered 18
European countries.
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Alcoutim mayor wants more
cross-border events
The Mayor of Alcoutim, one of the Algarve’s remotest border towns, has held meetings
with his Spanish counterparts with a view to creating more cross-border events to
boost the area’s profile.

A statue of a police officer monitoring the Guadiana River, which flows between Portugal and
Spain, in Alcoutim (Photo: Lusa/Luís Forra )

O

svaldo Gonçalves,
accompanied by
Deputy-Mayor
Paulo Paulino and

councillor Júlio Cardoso,
participated in a meeting in
Sanlúcar de Guadiana
(Spain) on 17 October, which

also involved the Diputacion
de Huelva, Provincial Tourist
Board of Huelva,
Mancomunidad de Beturia

and Ayuntamiento de
Sanlúcar.
The objective was to “flesh out
and implement a series of
cross-border projects” and
discuss the required financial
support to “create more
conditions for joint events”
between Alcoutim, on the
Guadiana River across from
Spain, and the Municipality of
Sanlúcar de Guadiana
opposite it.
One of the most famous
shared events is the
Contraband Festival, which is
held in Alcoutim in March, and
attracts thousands of people.
This year the event featured a
floating pedestrian bridge
linking Alcoutim and
Sanlúcar de Guadiana.
The Contraband Festival,
whose first edition took place
in 2017, is held as a shining
example of cross-border
events and is strategic to the
county’s tourism
development.

New Pestana
Pousada hotel to
open in Vila Real de
Santo António
A new Pousada hotel in the Algarve
belonging to the Pestana group is set to
create 30 jobs.
Work has started on
the conversion of the
Pousada, which will
be housed in a historic
building set on the
main square in Vila
Real de Santo
António.
The luxury hotel will
comprise 57 rooms, a
restaurant and an

events room.
It will be the fourth
Pousada de Portugal
hotel, which occupy
historic buildings, in
the Algarve.
Work on the hotel
will cost around €3
million and take
approximately one
year to complete.

New ‘street cat’ project
launched in Monchqiue
A new animal project has been
launched in Monchique, to care for the
city’s street cats.
The Aqui Há Gato project uses old defunct
washing machines as shelters for street cats.
The washing machines are painted and
decorated before being placed around the city
for the animals to take refuge in.
A local graffiti artist and schoolchildren were
involved in the project.
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Portugal drops in competiveness rankings
Portugal has dropped one position in the latest global
competiveness rankings.

A

The state of Portugal’s infrastructure was noted as one of the best features of the
nation’s economy in a report published this week by the World Economic Forum. (Photo:
Lusa/Manuel Moura)

ccording to a list
compiled by the
World Economic
Forum, Portugal
falls one position to 34th,
though this comes after five
new nations were included
on the list which has now
grown to 140 countries.
Overall, Portugal also
increased its point scoring
on 2017, though could not
manage the same improvements of some nations
ranked lower on the list.
Portugal ranked highly in
terms of infrastructure (19th
overall) and health (23rd), but

Golden visa investment down in September
Foreign investment in Portugal under
the ‘golden visa’ programme of fasttrack residence permits for major
investors, in September, fell 19 percent
from August, to €37 million, and was
down 5 percent from the same month of
2017, according to the latest statistics
from the SEF Immigration Office.
Last month, 64 permits were
issued under the scheme, 61 of them
for the purchase of property totalling
€33.9 million. Of that, just under €3.7
million was property for

rehabilitation, for which 10 residence
permits were issued.
A further three permits were issued
for capital transfer, which in
September totalled €3.1 million.
So far this year, almost €593
million in investment has come in
under the programme, but that
represents a 19 percent drop on the
first nine months of 2017.
In the almost six years since the ARI
programme, as it is officially known, was
launched, in October 2012, cumulative

investment is more than €4 billion, with
property purchases accounting for more
than €3.6 billion.
By nationalities, China leads in
terms of residence permits issues,
with 3,952, followed by Brazil with
590, South Africa with 262, Turkey
with 247 and Russia 228.
In all, since the start of the
programme, 11,125 permits have
also been issued to the families of
permit holders, with 1,810 of these
TPN/Lusa
being this year.

fared poorly in terms of
macroenomic stability (58th)
and market size (52nd).
The World Economic
Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Report
further highlights that the
changing nature of
economic competitiveness
in a world which is
becoming increasingly
transformed by new, digital
technologies is creating a
new set of challenges for
governments and
businesses, which
collectively run the risk of
having a negative impact
on future growth and
productivity.
According to the report,
which in 2018 uses a brand
new methodology to fully
capture the dynamics of the
global economy in the
Fourth Industrial
Revolution, many of the
factors that will have the
greatest impact in driving
competitiveness in the
future have never been the
focus of major policy
decisions in the past. These
include idea generation,
entrepreneurial culture,

openness, and agility.
The new tool maps the
competitiveness
landscape of 140
economies through 98
indicators organised into
12 pillars. For each
indicator, using a scale
from 0 to 100, it indicates
how close an economy is to
the ideal state or “frontier”
of competitiveness. When
combining these factors,
the United States achieves
the best overall
performance with a score
of 85.6, ahead of
Singapore and Germany.
The average score for the
world is 60, 40 points away
from the frontier.
Klaus Schwab, Founder
and Executive Chairman,
World Economic Forum,
warned that he foresees “a
new global divide between
countries who understand
innovative transformations
and those that don’t. Only
those economies that
recognise the importance
of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution will be able to
expand opportunities for
their people.”

Letters
to the Editor
Club
& Community
News
The opinions expressed here are those of our readers
and not necessarily of The Portugal News. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters or refuse publication.
Send your letters, which must include your
name and full postal address and should
preferably be under 300 words, to:
The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. Email: letters@theportugalnews.com

N

Citizenship and
Nationality
SIR, Robert Knight (13
October 2018) sensibly
advises British nationals
who wish to retain
citizenship of the EU to
acquire the nationality of
the country in which they
currently have residence.
Portugal accepts dual
nationality, thus making it a
relatively straightforward
process for resident Brits to
apply for and obtain
Portuguese nationality.
However, not all EU
countries accept the
notion of dual nationality.
We are long-term
residents in Madrid, with
a holiday property here in
Portugal, and would love
to maintain our EU
citizenship by obtaining
Spanish nationality and
keeping our British. But
Spain does not allow dual

nationality with any EU
country except Portugal.
There is nothing to stop
British nationals applying
for Spanish nationality, as
long as they have clocked
up 10 years of residence
(not 5, as in Portugal,
note) but they would
officially have to renounce
being British. If only Spain
were like Portugal in this
regard!
ALAN MATTHEWS,
São Brás de Alportel

Pavements
SIR, I have been on holiday
to the Algarve for the last
25 years, sometimes twice
a year, putting a
considerable amount of
money into the economy.
In the main I have stayed
around Santa Eulalia.
The pavements in this part
of the Algarve are in a very
poor state and at times

very dangerous with
manhole covers above the
level of the pavement, and
not easy if you have to push
a wheelchair.
Before you reach the
turning for the Santa
Eulalia beach there is a
drop of some 20 metres
into a sewer on the side of
the pavement with no
fencing, again this is very
dangerous. I read in your
newspaper that they are
considering a tourist tax.
I have no objection to this,
but please put the money
into improving the
pavements. Can your
newspaper run a
campaign to get
something done. These
pavements have not been
touched in over 20 years. I
trust that when I return next
year there will be an
improvement.
I love Portugal and its
people.
BERNARD BETTLES,
By email

Appeal
SIR, I have one of my
helpers with a big
problem, that maybe
someone out there can
help with.
This lady, has many cats,
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and feeds more street
cats. Her daughter has
recently had a baby and
two of the female house
cats have started to act
VERY strange - even as far
as getting in the cot and
peeing on the baby!
It all sounds like jealousy,
etc. but doesn´t help this
lady and her daughter.
She cannot shut the
catflap as she has elderly
cats that can´t live outside.
So, what I am asking is, is
there anyone out there that
just keeps outside cats
that these two could join?
They did used to be very
affectionate cats, but have
become nervous.
Either call me on 919 041
903 or go direct to Lois on
928 020 484
Many thanks,
JENNY, for APAA

and others with mobility
issues ( some may not be
a severe as others). They
book and get assistance
and if Mr Matthews did
this he would have not
have to negotiate the
many steps. Personally I
fail to see how the
planners and designers of
the airport could have
done anything different.
The amount of space
available has to be a
consideration and the
best way to utilise this.
I feel that the airport has
come a long way and is
now quite a pleasant
building. It would do with
more seating but that is
another topic!!
LESLEY FRASER,
Albufeira

Faro Airport

SIR, In your issue of 13
October, 2018, it was very
interesting to read
comments from Paul
Matthews regarding Faro

SIR, I read the letter from
The
Paul Matthews (The
Portugal News 13
October) and whilst I
agree with him that it is
quite a route march from
getting off the plane to
passport control, he is
now the only one who has
to do this. There are
people in wheelchairs

Re: Faro Airport

19

Airport, and a flight of
metal stairs that have to
be climbed to gain access
into the building, and
Passport Control.
We frequently use
Ryanair, on arrival at Faro
we walk towards a straight
flight of some twenty or so
metal steps, if these are
the same steps as
referred too above, I can
completely sympathise,
it’s an accident waiting to
happen.
Since the recent upgrade
and modifications of the
airport, as a matter of
Health & Safety, I reported
this problem months ago to
ANA, who I believe own the
airport, asking for an
escalator. Their eventual
response was, “It is the
responsibility of the airline
(Ryanair) to supply such a
modification”!
I have contacted Ryanair,
and as yet have not
received a response.
DAVID WILLIAMSON,
Lagoa.

Please forward your letters to:
letters@theportugalnews.com
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Keynsham Kick-off

Bowls Algarve

Melvin Pointer (white shirt) with the Keynsham Walking Footballers.

Sixteen members from
Keynsham (Bristol) Walking
Football were the guests of East

Algarve Walking Football this
week. The players enjoyed their
first session at the São Bras

Municipal Stadium on Monday
where the rain helped to make
the visitors feel really at home!

Tuesday was a morning session
with EAWF Over60s at the José
Arcanjo Stadium, Olhão whilst
a celebratory evening dinner at
the Kinkas Restaurant rounded
off a great day. Melvin Pointer,
event coordinator, said, “We’ve
had a wonderful time with our
new friends from Keynsham
with fun, friendship and fitness
bonding our two groups.”
This Thursday (25 October)
the Benfica Foundation were
guests of EAWF at the José
Arcanjo Stadium, Olhão together
with a team from Denmark who
have all recovered from prostate
cancer. Thanks to sponsorship
from Divine Home Real Estate,
some seventy guests enjoyed a
day of fun and friendship.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com

Valverde Anniversary Pairs Algarve Activity Bike Rides

On Sunday 14 October
Valverde Lawn Bowls Club
Almancil held its Anniversary
Pairs Competition. This year
they had a full entry of 32 pairs
including players from Pedras,
Floresta, Balaia, and Tavira
Bowls Clubs, as well as two pairs
on holiday from Wales.
The competition was very
close with only 4 pairs winning
all 3 of their games. The winners
were Lynn Phillips of Valverde
and Dennis Mole of Pedras who
had 46 points, beating Carol
Barnes and Peter Hollis from
Valverde who had 44. John and

Kate Hewitson of Tavira came
third with 43 points. David
Russell and Helen Scott of
Valverde also had 43 points but
lost on shot difference.
The competition was generously sponsored by Ibex Insurance
of Almancil and Rui and his team
were there to present the prizes.
Valverde Club President, Geoff
Drewer, presented the trophies.
It was a great day of bowls
with perfect weather and an
excellent lunch served in the
Don Camilo Restaurant. Well
done to everyone who took part.
Alan Preece

Here are the details of this
week’s rides:
Saturday 27 October Bike ride starting in
Benafim: We meet by the
roundabout in the centre of the
village at 9.15am ready for a
9.30am start. This will be a
fairly challenging ride of
around 50+ kms with a café
stop somewhere along the way.
Sunday 28 October - Bike
Ride starting in Almancil:
We meet by the Apolonia
supermarket. Park where you
can in the street outside.
9.15am ready for a 9.30am

start. This will be a moderately
challenging (some hills) Sunday
ride of around 35 to 40kms with
a café stop somewhere along
the way,
If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,
please do let me know either by
text, email or by confirming on
Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page.
If a ride has to be cancelled
for any reason, such as bad
weather, notification will be
via text.
We reserve the right
to cancel any ride if less than
5 people are signed up. Price
for participation is €5 per rider
per
ride.
For
more
information please contact
Paul
Beesley
on
tel:
913226954, email: paul@
algarvebikeholidays
.com, see our website: www.
algarve bikeholidays. com, or
Facebook:AlgarveBikeHolidays.

Well, the bowling season has
well and truly started again in the
Algarve. Bowls Algarve hopes
its members have enjoyed a
really good summer and are now
arriving back to the Algarve
refreshed and ready to begin the
bowling season here. Many of
the bowlers that remain on the
Algarve during the summer have
continued playing throughout
the heat.
Most clubs have been busy
since September with visiting
teams from the UK, with many
clubs not expecting to say
goodbye to their last visiting
team until well into November.
Last year was a bumper year for
most clubs, but this year appears
to be even better. These visiting
teams are very important for most
clubs providing practice for the
teams before the season begins, as
well as some income, and more
importantly for the hotels and
businesses. a late flush of trade.
The visiting teams really provide
both an early (in the case of the

Spring teams) and a late season
boost for many hotels,
restaurants and businesses in
general on the Algarve.
Alvor Bowls Club began their
season with a Gents versus
Ladies match, whilst Valverde
Bowling Club began theirs with
the Anniversary Pairs match,
and Tavira County Bowls club
with no time to breathe due to
visiting teams.
Thursday 25 October, is the
start date of this year’s Super 10’s
Competition. This competition
is a ‘Round Robin’ format. Each
team consists of a Singles game, a
Pairs, a Triples and a Rinks game,
making ten players in total.
Saturday 27’October, is the
beginning of the Winter League
season. We all hope the weather
will be kind to us.
Everyone of us is looking
forward to renewing friendships,
and a competitive season. Good
Luck to all teams in all the
competitions throughout the
coming year.
Miriam Hare

Let’s Walk in the Algarve
Saturday 27 October – Let’s
Walk to the Cliff tops from
Porches: A fantastic walk
through countryside to those
spectacular cliffs. Moderately
easy with some gentle ups and
downs and just over 2.5 hours.
1pm start. Meet at the Casa de
Pasto on the road between
Porches and Armação de Pêra.
On the EN125 at Porches going
west turn left at the roundabout
and follow the signs for Armação
de Pêra. The Casa de Pasto is just
over 3km along on the right. Julie
965 753 033
Tuesday 30 October – Let’s
Walk
from
Soalheira,
Parragil: A walk of 2.5 hours
through
totally
unspoilt
countryside, really scenic and

interesting. Moderately easy but
there are a few ups and downs.
10am start. Meet at the café Bela
Vista. From EN125 at
Boliqueime take the EN270 to
Loulé for 7km past the quarry
and Alte turn. At roundabout go
straight for a further 0.75km and
turn left to Soalheira and
Palmeiral. Go 0.75km turn left to
Soalheira. Follow road for 1.2km
into Soalheira, Café Bela Vista on
your left. Chris 913 011 537
There is no need to book please
just come along wearing shoes
suitable for country walking and
please bring a sense of humour!
There is a nominal charge of €5
per person which includes a
donation to charity. Chris 913
011 537
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Rocking On The West Coast AWS savours Port(o)
If the American west coast is
famous for its music, the Algarve’s
west coast is also bidding for its
own rock ‘n’ roll reputation.
This weekend brings the twoday Under The Radar festival of
rock, blues and surf music, to Vale
da Telha, on a coastal plateau
outside Aljezur, within earshot of
the Atlantic Ocean.
The festival, running through
Friday 26 October and Saturday
27 October, features bands from
all over Europe, in a celebration of
live music and vinyl DJ’s on the
land behind Hugo’s Bar alongside
the Pines Roundabout, the central
hub of Vale da Telha.
And the organisers are planning
for it to be a family festival, with a
children’s area, including a Pirate’s
Air Castle (free entry for children
under 12 with supervision), Loco
Bingo, and a Local Creative Crafts
Market, alongside food and drink
areas.
There will be two stages on site,
the smaller of the two featuring
local singer/songwriters in the two
afternoons.
Headlining the Festival on
Friday is Portugal’s Anarchicks
band, with an explosive mix of
indie and punk.
And Saturday’s headliner is
The Phantom Four from the
Netherlands, a top Surf Rock
band, with both nights featuring

international
bands
and
Portuguese artists in support. The
Programme is as follows:
Friday 26 October (Start 2pm,
finish Midnight)
Main Stage: Anarchicks, Mojo
Groove, Chiclete com Batata
Doce, Vale da Telha African
percussion group, Swimwear
Fashion Show.
Open stage: Iris Johner, Rob du
Preez
Saturday 27 October (Start
2pm, finish Midnight)
Main Stage: The Phantom
Four, Creepin’ Johnson, The
Twist Connection, Kindom Stage,
Groovemeister Abbey
Open stage: Beardy Souls,
Michele Loop.
Bookings for the full weekend
are priced at €25. The ticket for
both Friday and Saturday costs
€15.
The price of the ticket includes
one Under The Radar bag, an
Under The Radar recycled hard
beer cup, two Bingo tickets and a
donation to A Nossa Terra, a local
NGO which supports the
planting and caring for natural
woodlands in the Serra de
Monchique.
For tickets, go to the website,
or pay on the door:
http://undertheradar.pt/
http://www.facebook.com/
events/2119760244956705/

Christmas Fair at Fi-Line
Fashions
Algarve boutique Fi-Line
Fashions will be holding a
Christmas Fair at the store in
Armação de Pêra on 2 November
from 10am to 5pm, in aid of local
firefighters.
This is a great opportunity to
get ahead with all your
Christmas shopping and choose
from a wide selection of cakes,
art, jewellery, cards, fashion gifts
beauty products, and lots more,
at the event which is now in its

third year.
Visit the Christmas Fair from
10am to 6pm at the store off the
Quinta dos Arcos roundabout
where there will also be mulled
wine, coffee and soft drinks
available for a small donation, as
well as a raffle.
All money raised will be
donated to the local bombeiros.
For more information, call:
914538888
or
email:
filine@sapo.pt.

Thirty AWS members made
their way by road, rail and air to
Porto on 8 October for three
days of serious tasting and
feasting. Based in the centre of
the UNESCO World Heritage
Site, the group joined the many
thousands of tourists who
currently flock to Porto as it
experiences a period of
unprecedented popularity as a
travel destination. But there was
limited time for sightseeing as
the AWS itinerary packed into
the first few hours an
introduction to the delights of
white port followed by dinner
under the chandeliers of the
traditional
private
Club
Portuense hosted by port expert
Vasco Magalhães and his wife
Zé, good friends of the AWS.

The following day saw the
group take to the water for a
river trip to Pinhão and the
modern Quinta do Portal to
enjoy the fine food, wine and
views from its restaurant. The
trip was rounded off in true
Porto style on the final day,
with a port house tour and
tasting but with an exclusive
twist: the AWS group was
guided through the Sandeman
cellars by Vasco Magalhães,
who
has
forty
years’
experience in the port industry.
There only remained time for a
gourmet dinner at DOP
restaurant
which,
under
Michelin-starred chef Rui
Paula, has become one of
Portugal’s top dining venues.
The AWS next meets on 14

Horrifying and terrifying
fun!
Quinta Shopping is already
preparing for the celebration of
Halloween. We will have great
entertainment, fun scary
activities, spooky surprises and
much more!
Get into the spirit of
Halloween and join us, on
Wednesday, 31 October from
3pm, for an afternoon filled with

games and activities for children
young and old, and don’t forget
to put on your spookiest
costume to take part in the fancy
dress competition.
Join us!!
For further information
please contact: Quinta Shopping
Tel: 289 392355 / 919329364,
email: info@quintashopping.pt

Cruising the Douro to Pinhão

November for a comparative
tasting of Portuguese sparkling
wines and French champagnes.

More information on the
AWS
is
available
at
www.algarvewinesociety.com

High-wrap wall tapestries
in São Brás de Alportel
Starting 3
November
2018, the
internationally
renowned
high-wrap
tapestry
artist
Françoise
DEVROEDE
will exhibit
her wall
tapestries in
the “Galeria
Municipal”
of São Brás
de Alportel.
After those
of the monastery of Alcobaça
and Almancil, it will be her
third exhibition in Portugal of
authentic hand made highwrap wall tapestries.
The exhibition will be
inaugurated
Saturday
3
November 2018 at 10:30am
and will run until the end of the
month.
For more information email:

contact@wall-tapestry.net or
visit: www.wall-tapestry.net.
Galeria Municipal de São
Brás de Alportel is open on
Mondays from 2pm to
5.30pm, from Tuesday to
Friday from 9.30am to 1pm
and from 2pm to 5.30pm and
on Saturdays from 9.30am until
1pm. The Galeria is closed on
Sundays.
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Doll’s Eye.
(Photo: PA
Photo)

Gardening

Get ghoulish in the garden
G etting in the Halloween spirit? Hannah
Stephenson reveals some of the ‘foul and
creepy’ specimens that could be lurking in your
hedges and borders...

M

ischievous
trick-ortreaters
dressed as
ghosts and ghouls may be
on the prowl on your
doorstep this Halloween but step into your garden
and you might find some
spooky spikes, noxious
nasties and creepy creepers
lurking in your borders.
Some plants can sting,
burn, cut or emit an acrid,

foul-smelling odour. Others
have sinister-sounding
names or connections with
witches or the devil, while
there are some which are
said to help ward off evil.
Get yourself into the mood
for Halloween with this
guide to horticultural
horrors...
Eye-poppers
When you see the spooky
white berries with a single

black spot emerging from
red stems, you can
understand why this
sinister-looking plant is
nicknamed the Doll’s Eye
(Actaea pachypoda). All
parts of this herbaceous
perennial are poisonous
and when ingested can
cause hallucinations.
Strangling
suspects
Also known as
strangleweed, devil’s guts,
witches shoelaces and
devil’s ringlet, but better
known as dodder
(Cuscuta), this pernicious
relative of bindweed twines
itself round a host plant
and inserts itself into the
host’s vascular system sucking out everything it
needs to live and killing its
plant victim in the process.
Toxic terrors
Aconitum, also known as
monkshood or wolfsbane,
is among the most toxic of
plants, with ingestion of
even a small amount
causing severe stomach
upsets. But it also slows
the heart rate, which can

prove fatal.
You don’t just have to eat it
to suffer the symptoms. The
poison can be absorbed
through the skin, via open
wounds, and there have
even been reports of
people feeling unwell after
smelling the flowers.
Foul smelling
specimens
Then there are the plants
which literally smell like
rotten corpses. The
stinking iris, Iris
foetidissima, for example,
absolutely reeks. If you can
stand the smell, or remain
downwind from it, this bulb
puts on a spectacular
display in autumn and
winter, when its gigantic
seed pods burst open to
reveal brilliant orange and
sometimes red seeds.
Acrid arums
The titan arum
(Amorphophallus titanum),
also known as the ‘corpse
flower’ as it smells like
decomposed bodies when
in flower, is nevertheless
beautiful, growing up to 3m
tall, its gigantic crimson
flower spanning 3m, and is
a great magnet for
pollinating insects.
This acrid arum prefers the
rainforests of Sumatra as
its natural habitat, although
you can admire it in the
exotic sections of botanical
gardens such as the Eden
Project in Cornwall and at
Kew, where it’s currently
flowering.
Others in the bad smells
league include Eucomis
bicolor, the pineapple lily,
and the dead horse arum
(Helicodiceros
muscivorus), named for
obvious reasons.
Ghostly
apparitions
The ghost plant (Monotropa
uniflora), an eerie white
specimen found in shady
woods is a rare sight.
It has no chlorophyll, the
chemical that allows plants
to absorb energy from the
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Tackling a flea problem
sun and typically gives
plants their green colour. In
fact, the ghost plant is a
parasite which sucks on
fungi connected to a host
plant, which is usually a
nearby tree. The fungi acts
as the middleman for the
nutrients provided by the
tree.
Poisonous
potions
No Halloween would be
complete without its share
of witches, whose potions
have been linked with some
of our most common plants.
Hemlock, for instance, is
highly poisonous and
closely linked with
witchcraft. It doesn’t look
significantly different from
the hedge parsley or cow
parsley which grows along
roads, ditches, trails, or the
edges of fields.
Its white flowerheads
resemble those of
parsnips, carrots or
angelica, while the bright
green leaves are deeplycut, even feathery and
delicate. Yet all plant parts
are poisonous, with the
seeds containing the
highest concentration of
poison, causing toxic
reactions.
Deadly nightshade
(Belladonna), another
common plant often found
in hedgerows, was one of
the main ingredients in
witches’ brews during the
Middle Ages, while
blackthorn is often referred
to as a witch’s tree. As late
as the 1940s, anyone seen
to carry a blackthorn
walking stick was
suspected of being a witch.
Warding off evil
Plants including rowan
(Sorbus aucuparia),
hazelnut (Corylus avellane)
and elderberry (Sambucus
nigra) were once thought to
be ‘magical’ trees and
shrubs, which could ward
off witches and evil spirits.
Ancient Celts believed
rowan berries gave good
health, and that if you
planted them near grave
sites, they would help the
dead sleep.
People would use
branches as dowsing rods
and make crosses of
rowan twigs to protect
themselves on Halloween,
while in old Europe,
householders would put
elderberry branches above
their doorways to protect
their homes from
malevolent spirits. Strands
of hazelnuts, worn or kept
in the home ,were said to
bring good luck.
PA/TPN

I

t is important to prevent
and get rid of fleas by
using flea treatment for
your pet, according to the
RSPCA.
See your vet for advice on
the best flea products that

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

JASPER would make a
wonderful guard dog but is
really a gentle Giant. Castrated
and vaccinated and now needs an
owner of his own. If you want
to meet Jasper, call Jenny
(APAA) 919 041903

GOLIAS is around 6-yearsold. He is a very loving large dog
who was dumped by his owners
at the Canil in June. Calm, placid,
walks beautifully on the lead.
Sterilised, microchipped and
vaccinated. Please email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com
if you would like to meet him.

NINA was abandoned when
pregnant and with Heartworm to
contend with. She is now
sterilised and back to good
health. Would make a really
loyal companion and doesn´t
need long walks - just a little
space to roam in. Jenny (APAA)
919 041 903

NECA was born 3/2012, she is a
very friendly dog, dominant
with other dogs but good with a
submissive dog. She loves her
walks and her food and would
make a great companion dog.
Please call Kerry on 916731831
or via email kerry@aeza.org

work for your pet.
If you spot fleas on your pet
treat quickly, as they can
give your cat or dog
tapeworms and diseases
(make sure you worm your
pet as well).
Once you have treated your
pet it is time to focus on
treating your home as well,
fleas can survive without a
host for many months.
Clean bedding regularly
and vacuum furniture,
floors and skirting boards
to help destroy fleas at
each stage of their lifecycle
and throw away the dust
bag from your vacuum after
each use.
Only give your pet flea
treatment that has been
recommended for them.
Products suitable for one
species may not be
suitable for another. Some
dog flea treatments contain
permethrin, an insecticide
that is safe for dogs but
highly toxic to cats.
Know the signs
There are a few things you
can look out for with your
pet that could mean they
have fleas.
• Is your pet scratching?
• Areas of hair loss, bald or
sore patches?
• Spots or scans?
• Redness and irritation?
• Thickened skin in areas
(e.g. around ear edges)?
• Can you see tiny dark
specks in its fur, or small
browny-black insects
scurrying about?
• Do you have any
unaccounted for insect
bites yourself?
If you’ve answered ‘yes’ to
any of these questions – it
could mean fleas.

Comb your pet to check
for fleas
Groom your pet with a finetooth comb held over a
white surface – any fleas or
droppings will be
deposited on the surface.
Add a few drops of water
and if the droppings turn
reddish brown it’s very
likely your pet has fleas. If
you’re still unsure if your
pet has fleas or want to
know what product to use,
speak to your vet for the
best advice.
Grooming helps spot
fleas and ticks
Grooming your pet
regularly has many
benefits and will improve
the bond between you.
Even if, for example, you
have a dog with short hair,
you should still groom your
dog regularly. Making this
a regular routine will keep
their fur cleaner and will
show if your pet has any
fleas or ticks.
Grooming your cat that has
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Fleas can be a problem even in the most
spotless homes or on the cleanest pet.

long hair will also prevent
matting and improve their
circulation.
Flea bites and what
they do
Flea bites can make your
pet uncomfortable and
itchy but they can also bring
a host of other problems.
• Pets can be
hypersensitive to flea saliva
and suffer an allergic
reaction
• Fleas feed on blood, so
young or frail animals can
become weak and even
die as a result of blood loss
• Flea larvae can become
infected with tapeworm
eggs. If your pet eats an
infected flea it can become
host to this parasite. If your
pet has fleas you should
also make sure your pet is
treated for worms.
• Fleas can also pass
diseases to your pets. For
example, myxomatosis is a
serious disease in rabbits
which can be spread by
fleas.

Flea facts
• Fleas are a parasite
and there are different
species such as dog
fleas, cat fleas, rabbit
fleas and even human
fleas! Many species can
infest more than one host
species.
• Fleas only suck blood
from their hosts as adults.
• A flea can live from
between 14 days to one
year and a female can lay
up to 50 eggs in one day –
that’s 1,500 in a lifetime!
• Some types of flea can
leap more than a
hundred times their own
body length
• It is estimated that 95
percent of flea eggs,
larvae and pupae live in
the environment, not on
your pet
Prevent fleas becoming a
problem by regularly
treating both your pet and
your home. This may
need to be done all year
round if your home is
centrally heated.
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Linen-etc 2ndshop now open in Lagoa
Two years ago Linen-etc.com started looking for
premises in Lagoa, then I was diagnosed with
cancer and it went on hold. Well now 1 year in
remission, we can announce the opening of our new
shop in Lagoa with parking.
The parking requirement was not easy to find, but
our new store is on Parque Empresarial on the
EN125 opposite the Fatacil, and to celebrate we
are offering 10% off everything in October and
November in both our stores.
Our loyal customer who have in the past travelled
all the way to Budens from as far as Tavira, can
choose to come to Lagoa, cutting their journey
down considerably. Many of our current clients
come from the Lagoa concelho so this is ideal and
Facebook confirms they are ready for our arrival.
Like our shop in Budens it has huge stocks of
Portuguese bedding & towels, and a vast range of
soft furnishings with Portuguese bedspreads from
€30 and 100% cotton extra-large throws at €28.
Plus pillows, duvets, protectors, toppers and
much more.
All products are in three qualities: Essential,
comfort & deluxe to match your budget
requirements. Our Quality and price are guaranteed.

What makes Linen-etc.com different to other
“home” bedding shops is that we specialise, so we
have 4 qualities of bedding, all wash at 60 in every
size from Baby to 220x220cm fitted sheets, all 30cm
deep so deeper than your average sheet. Bedding
and Towels that wash at 60 and are sun and chlorine
resistant. All made under our own label in Portugal
suitable for the commercial laundries.
Parque Empresarial is full of specialist businesses
for your property including Paints, bathroom,
furniture and bed shops, businesses that know
their stuff and we are right next to the Bed
warehouse. So buy your bed and buy your bedding.
Our second shop in Lagoa opened on 8October.
Same opening hours as Budens: 10am -6pm
Monday to Saturday. Our online shop has been
open like our business for 10 years so you can buy
online and have your goods delivered or order and
collect.
Come and have a look, you’ll be amazed by the
choice and the cost.
For more information Tel: Telephone 282 071
674, email: Email: lagoa@linen-etc.com / Budens
info@linen-etc.com or visit: www.Linenetc.com. See you soon.

Interiors

Quick and simple home
When it comes to DIY, some rooms are easier to tackle than others.
Kitchens are best left to the experts, and bathrooms - aside from a bit of
resealing - can often be the same.

Choosing the right grout can really enhance the overall
effect. (Photos: Topps Tiles/PA)

O

ne easy update
that is pretty
simple to do,
however, is
splashbacks. They sit
behind the sink and are
essential to stop water
being sprayed everywhere
when hands, fruit,
vegetables and whatnot are
washed. It is tiling, but it
tends to be quite a small
area, so should be
achievable for most people.
“Adding a splashback is a
great way to inject a touch
of personality into your
kitchen, by creating a focal
point,” says Sian O’Neill,
head of marketing at
Topps Tiles. “It’s also a
very cost-effective way of
updating the appearance
of a room and giving it a

new look, just by making
some small changes.”
What you will need
There are a few things to
keep in mind when tiling
your own splashbacks.
Firstly, says O’Neill, ensure
you have all the right
equipment - including the
correct adhesive, a notched
trowel, safety goggles, spirit
level, tile spacers and a
cutter. Next, make sure you
work out how many tiles you
need by measuring the area
and adding 10% for any cuts
and wastage.
Choosing your tiles
“As splashbacks create a
focal point, they lend
themselves to more vibrant
colours or patterns to make

a real statement,” notes
O’Neill. “They also provide
the ideal canvas to be
brave with statement
shapes, so consider the lay
pattern before you start.”
A herringbone style, for
example, can add real
interest to the area and
create a unique look.
“Block colours can offer a
classic and timeless look,
while intricately patterned
tiles create more of a
contemporary finish,” she
adds. “And when it comes
to the type of tile, ceramic
or porcelain tend to be
more favourable than the
likes of natural stone, as
they are lower in
maintenance - an
important consideration
given the fact your
splashback needs to be
water resistant and less
susceptible to staining.”
Think about the
grouting
Not many of us have spent
much time deliberating
grout, but there are
different colours available
and - despite the subtle
differences - choosing the
right grout can really
enhance the overall effect.
“It’s important not to
overlook the colour of the
grout chosen, as this can
provide the all-important
finishing touch. Darker
grouts can offer lower
maintenance compared to
the traditional white, when
used in areas with high
activity or likely food
splatters,” says O’Neill.
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revamp
Preparing and tiling the
wall
“When you have your tiles
and all the necessary tiling
equipment, prepare the wall
to ensure it is smooth, clean,
completely dry and free from
any dust or debris,” says
O’Neill. “Apply an even layer
of adhesive to a tiling or
notched trowel, and starting
from the corner, spread the
product over the area of two
or three tiles at a time. Place
the tiles firmly on the
adhesive, using spacers to
create an even layout.
“Allow your tiles to dry for 24

hours, and then fill the
spaces between each tile,
using grout and a grout float
tool. Pushing the grout deep
into the joints will prevent
moisture from getting
behind the tiles, which is
particularly important in
kitchen areas.
“Once finished, wipe down
your tiles with a clean, damp
sponge, working at a 45degree angle down your
surface.”
And that’s it! Leave everything
to properly dry, then show off
your handy work to all your
friends and family.

Splashbacks are a very cost-effective way of updating the
appearance of a room and giving it a new look.

Go green in
Santa Monica
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Travel
There’s no denying travel and tourism have an
impact on the environment. But as a consumer,
it is possible to minimise damage by putting
some thought into the places you choose to visit.

A

t the forefront of urban
environmental thinking,
American city Santa Monica
is a favourable option for
eco-conscious tourists, thanks to its
longstanding environmental
commitments. By 2030, the city
aims to achieve zero waste through
diversion, composting and
recycling.
Still need convincing? Here are 12
more green reasons to go...
The battle against plastics
started years ago
Santa Monica was one of the first
American cities to ban polystyrene
food service containers in 2007 and
single-use plastic bags in 2011,
which then turned into a state-wide
ban.
There’s a shift towards marinedegradable
materials
City authorities have now gone even
further, with new regulations banning
plastic utensils, cups, lids, stirring
sticks, bowls and more. From
January 1, 2019, local businesses
must ensure these products are
made from marine-degradable
material, instead of plastic.
Stay in a choice of sustainable
hotels
Ocean View Hotel, Santa Monica
Motel, Shore Hotel and The Ambrose
Hotel are all Gold LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)
certified properties employing a
range of green business practices,
including reduced water
consumption, increased water and
energy efficiency, installation of solar
panels and LED lighting.
Cars aren’t essential
Measuring just 8.3 square miles, it’s
easy to navigate the city on foot. But if
you need to move at a faster pace,
there are plenty of environmentallyfriendly transportation options,
including Breeze Bike Share, a public
bike share programme, and the
Santa Monica Free Ride, a free
shuttle service to transport people to
Downtown Santa Monica, the Santa
Monica Pier, Main Street, Montana
Avenue, and the Metro Expo Line.
Food is reliably fresh

Cyclists on the beach promenade in Santa Monica. (Photo: PA Photo)

Santa Monica’s weekly farmers
markets have been named the best in
the country by Travel + Leisure
magazine. Nearly 200 different
growers and food producers attract
famous chefs, celebrities and
foodies.
It’s possible to shop in a
sustainable
environment
Originally operated as an indoor
mall, the Gold LEED certified Santa
Monica Place has been renovated
into an open-air concept with views of
the Pacific from a Dining Deck. It also
incorporates water-efficient
landscaping and a green roof
element.
You can hang out in a Green
Light District
Main Street, also known as the Green
Light District, has more certified
green businesses than any other
street in Santa Monica. Along with
boutiques, design galleries, cafes,
bars and restaurants, there’s also a
community garden.
Leisure facilities leave less of a
carbon
footprint
Located on five acres of oceanfront
property, initially developed during
the 1920s for actress Marion Davies,
the Annenberg Community Beach
House is now a public facility and has
earned Gold LEED certification for
initiatives such as the use of recycled
blue jeans for insulation. Today,
visitors can take a dip in the original
marble pool used by Hollywood elite.

Visitors can learn how to save
the bay
Featuring hands-on presentations
and interactive exhibits, the Santa
Monica Pier Aquarium is a part of
Santa Monica’s Heal the Bay
programme - an initiative to educate,
inspire and empower visitors to be
stewards of the environment.
Green spaces are plentiful
Designed by James Corner Field
Operations, the architect responsible
for New York City’s High Line Park,
six-acre urban oasis Tongva Park is
just two blocks from the Pacific
Ocean. It consists of winding
walkways, observation decks, picnic
tables and grass areas.
Even the Ferris wheel is ecofriendly
The world’s first and only solarpowered Ferris wheel offers
panoramic views of the Los Angeles
coastline and mountains from more
than 185 feet above the Santa
Monica Pier. Come after dark for a
light show generated by 174,000
energy-efficient LED lights.
Good green works are
recognised
Every year Santa Monica hosts the
Sustainable Quality Awards,
honouring sustainable businesses
making significant achievements in
the areas of sustainable economic
development, social responsibility,
and stewardship of the natural
PA/TPN
environment.
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Opulence in the kitchen
As a trainee doctor hoping to specialise in gastroenterology, you might’ve expected 2017 MasterChef winner Saliha Mahmood Ahmed’s debut
cookbook to run along the lines of healthy eating.
the regionality of food,
dismissing the idea of
classic recipes set in stone,
immune to adaptation.
Instead, “it looks at how
ingredients have spread
from one region to another
and influences across
borders”, as was the way of
the Mughals. “Why not pick
the best of everywhere,
no?” Mahmood Ahmed
asks, saying she hopes the
book will “transport you to a
different era”.

Sea Bass, Chilli and Saffron Butter. (Photo: PA Photo/
Hodder and Stoughton/Kristin Perers)

B

ut not so much.
Instead Khazana,
which the 30-yearold considers a
‘treasure trove’ of dishes,
combines her Pakistani
heritage with the history of
the extravagant Mughal
Empire, and Mahmood
Ahmed’s own travels.
Spending family holidays
exploring the Middle East
and Indian sub-continent,
experiencing cultures and
dipping into cuisines along
the way, was what really
triggered her bug for
feeding and eating though.
The Londoner is full of
stories of trying goat’s brain
curry (“a bit spongy”) and

eating sweet potatoes roasted in ash overnight,
split open and topped with
spices and lime juice - by
the roadside.
Indo-Persian food, she
explains, is “quite a fluid
concept”, but essentially
sees Indian cookery and
techniques bolstered by
Persian flavourings - like
nuts, herbs, saffron and
light spices. “The spicing
isn’t green chilli and
coconut milk, it’s much
more subtle: Nutmeg and
mace and cardamom...
“The food’s quite sexy,” she
adds with a laugh, and
invention is key. Khazana
is really not concerned with

Sea Bass, Chilli and
Saffron Butter
(Serves 4)
4 pieces of lavash bread
50g softened butter
Good pinch of saffron
threads
1 garlic clove, finely grated
1 red chilli, finely chopped
4 x 120g skinless sea bass
fillets, about 1cm thick
2 sliced spring onions,
thinly sliced
4tsp finely chopped fresh
coriander
Olive oil
Salt, to taste
1. Preheat the oven to
200°C (180°C fan), gas
mark 6.
2. Trim each piece of
lavash bread to create four
squares around 20 x 20cm.
3. Use a fork to mix the
saffron, garlic and red chilli
into the softened butter.
4. Season the sea bass
fillets with salt and place
each one onto a square of
lavash bread. Spread the
saffron-chilli butter over the
sea bass fillets and
sprinkle with a few spring

onions and some
coriander. Carefully bring
each side of the lavash
over the sea bass so that
the fish is completely
enclosed inside the
flatbread.
5. Place the prepared fish
parcels onto a baking tray
and rub olive oil all over
them. Bake for about 12
minutes, or until the fish is
cooked through and the
bread is golden. Open out
the fish parcel to reveal the
herb and saffron baked fish
and crispy lavash bread.
Serve immediately.
Buttermilk, Saffron and
Orange
Blossom
Panna Cotta
(Serves 4)
250ml double cream
120g caster sugar
1/2tsp saffron threads,
soaked in a few tbsp of
warm water
3tbsp orange blossom
water (or rose water)
1/2tsp ground cardamom
2 1/2 sheets of platinumstrength leaf gelatine
250ml buttermilk
For the Candied
Pistachios:
100g granulated sugar
100g shelled pistachios
Vegetable oil, for greasing
1. Heat the double cream
and sugar in a pan until it
just comes to boiling point.
Take the cream off the heat
and add the saffron and its
soaking water, orange
blossom water and ground
cardamom. Allow the
cream to cool slightly.
2. Soften the gelatine by

Buttermilk, Saffron and Orange Blossom Panna Cotta
(Photo: PA Photo/Hodder and Stoughton/Kristin Perers)

soaking it in some warm
water. When the gelatine is
very soft, squeeze out the
moisture and drop it into the
warm cream mixture. The
gelatine should dissolve
immediately into the cream.
Working quickly, combine
the buttermilk with the
cream mixture. Give the
mixture a final taste; you
can add more orange
blossom water, saffron or
cardamom at this point, if
you like.
3. Pour the panna cotta
mixture into four individual
ramekins. Transfer to the
fridge to set for at least four
hours, ideally overnight.
4. Meanwhile, make the
candied pistachios. Melt
the sugar in a pan over a
medium heat until it turns
to a deep brown-coloured
caramel, swirling the pan
occasionally to melt it
evenly. Quickly add the
pistachios to the caramel,
stir once to ensure the

pistachios are all coated
and pour the whole mixture
onto a piece of greased
baking parchment and set
aside to cool.
5. Roughly chop the
caramelised pistachios
and sprinkle over the
smooth, wobbly panna
cotta as a crunchy
accompaniment.

Khazana by Saliha
Mahmood Ahmed, is
published by Hodder&
Stoughton. Available now.
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Metabolism and weight gain
You’re eating a balanced, nutrient-rich diet,
you’re regularly working up a sweat in your
local spin studio, and you’ve put a virtuous ban
on all after-work wines at the pub.

S

o when you step on
the scales after
weeks of blood,
sweat and tears,
why has your weight-loss
progress stubbornly
plateaued?
Perhaps it’s your genes,
rather than your lack of
gusto on the treadmill, that
holds the answer.
Chances are you’ll have
heard someone blame
their slow metabolism for
their weight-loss struggles
at some point. The general
idea is that if you’ve been
blessed with an overactive
or fast one, you can eat
more, work out less, and
still maintain a svelte figure.
But what exactly is the
mythical ‘M’ word, how
does it work, and can it
really be the reason why
some people find it harder
to lose weight than others?
We asked some experts to
weigh in...

The metabolism in a
nutshell
Your metabolism isn’t a
single organ. It’s actually
an umbrella term that’s

Generally speaking, the speed of your metabolism is
judged on the number of calories you burn in a given
amount of time. (Photo: PA Photo)

used to describe lots of
different metabolic
reactions that occur in the
body, whose job it is to
keep you alive (it’s about
way more than just
controlling weight and
body fat).
“These reactions do a
variety of things, like
generate energy, regulate
growth, repair and general
body maintenance,”

explains Dr Sarah Brewer,
medical director at
Healthspan.
Think of it like the engine
that keeps your body
running. If you laid in bed all
day and didn’t move a
muscle, the calories you’d
burn just from staying alive
would be what’s known as
your ‘basal metabolic rate’.
This explains why, if you
wear an activity tracker, you

might see a fairly hefty
calorie burn for the hours
you’ve been asleep in bed.
Generally speaking, the
speed of your metabolism
is judged on the number of
calories you burn in a given
amount of time. On top of
your basal rate, how ‘fast’
your internal engine runs is
based on how many
calories it takes to digest
and process food,
undertake exercise and
perform activities like
fidgeting, changing
posture, standing and
walking around.
It’s as simple as this: The
faster your metabolism, the
more calories your body
needs. This is the reason
some people can eat a lot
without gaining weight,
while others seem to need
less to accumulate fat.
So why do some people
have a faster metabolism
than others?
“The rate at which you burn
calories depends on many
factors, including your age,
gender, hormone balance,
level of physical activity and
your diet and lifestyle,” says
Dr Brewer. “It also depends
on your weight and, in
general, the more you
weigh, the higher your
resting metabolic rate.”
Brewer explains that your
metabolism is also partly
regulated by the thyroid
gland, which produces two
iodine-containing
hormones, thyroxine and
triiodothyronine. These
hormones enter cells and
‘switch on’ genes that boost
the burning of glucose, fat
and protein to generate
energy.
If you have an underactive
thyroid gland, low levels of
these hormones can cause
your resting metabolic rate
to slow by as much as 40%,
so you’ll gain weight more
easily. If it’s overactive? An
excess production of these
hormones can cause it to
increase by as much as
double, making it
conversely difficult to gain
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weight.
Your metabolic rate also
depends on your lean bodymass percentage, as
muscle burns more energy
than fat, and it’s also
affected by your level of
physical activity.
“Even your diet and lifestyle
play a part too,” says
Brewer. She explains that
eating protein-based foods,
for example, uses up more
energy and generates more
heat during processing
than eating fat and
carbohydrates.
“This effect, known as
‘dietary-induced
thermogenesis’, can
account for 10% or more of
the energy provided by
foods - especially proteinrich foods.”
Sadly, there’s no food that
burns more energy during
processing than it provides.
Even celery and grapefruit,
which are often touted as
‘negative-calorie’ foods.
How does having a
slow or fast
metabolism affect
weight gain?
If you have a slower
metabolism, you’ll burn
less glucose and fat, and
may gain weight if your
energy intake is more than
your energy expenditure.
Evidence seems to suggest
that, generally speaking,
the metabolism slows
down as we get older,
which may be why some
people suddenly find it
harder to keep extra weight
off (but of course, this isn’t
the case for everyone).
“Weight is put on more
easily in later years
because of changes in your

body and lifestyle,” explains
Brewer. “The most
significant change is loss of
lean muscle tissue, which is
mostly replaced with fat.
This process, known as
‘sarcopenia’, will occur
naturally- unless you
continue to follow a musclebuilding regime and obtain
sufficient protein in your diet
to build new muscle.
“Resting metabolism also
slows by around 5% every
10 years after age 25 and as
a result, your daily need for
calories goes down. By the
time a woman is 75, she
actually needs around 300
calories less per day than
when she was 18, and 130
calories less per day than
when she was 50. The
difference is even greater in
men, who need around 655
fewer calories per day at
age 75 than when they were
18 years old.”
Bottom line: Is your
metabolism to blame?
When it comes to weight,
metabolism is important,
and while some believe that
genetics play a part in its
speed, it’s still an area that
needs further research.
“In a sense, your
metabolism may play a
small part in whether you
lose or put on weight,” says
Dr Will Hawkins, a
nutritionist from Push
Doctor. “However, the main
contributor to weight-loss or
gain is always how many
calories your eating vs how
many calories you’re
expending.”
If you’re looking to lose
weight, Hawkins believes
the best way to see results is
to make sure you balance

If you’re looking to lose weight, Hawkins believes the best
way to see results is to make sure you balance the calories
you take in against the calories you burn up through
good old-fashioned exercise. (Photo: PA Photo)

the calories you take in
against the calories you
burn up through good oldfashioned exercise.
Can you speed up your
metabolism?
Experts seem to think it’s
possible. “One of the
easiest ways to boost your
metabolism is to increase
your exercise,” says
Hawkins, “whether that be a
brisk walk, run or gym
activities.”
High Intensity Interval
Training (HIIT) is one of the
most effective types of
exercise you can do. “It
increases your heart rate,
burns more calories and
helps you lose more fat than
more traditional forms of
exercise, and clinical trials
also show that the fatburning effects of HIIT last
for a significant length of
time after the exercise is
over,” says Brewer.
Hawkins adds: “If you’re not
an active person, then a
good way of speeding up
your metabolism would be

to concentrate on nonexercise activity
thermogenesis activities
instead.”
If you spend a lot of time
sitting, such as an office
environment, he suggests
moving around as much as
possible regularly
throughout the day standing up, stretching your
legs and walking around,
using a standing desk, and
opting for the stairs rather
than the lift, etc.
Finally, good nutrition is vital
for a healthy metabolism,
and some foods also have a
significant effect on
metabolic rate. When you
eat a hot curry and start to
sweat, for example, this is
partly because substances
present in the chillies
(capsaicinoids) and
turmeric (curcumin)
increase the
thermogenesis process.
If you’re concerned about
rapid weight loss or weight
gain, you should always
speak to your family doctor.
TPN/PA
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Trading Places

Inbani now available from
Around Tiles & Bathrooms

Around Tiles &
Bathrooms
For more information Tel:
Lagos: 926978813, Loulé:
918714478 or email:
geral@around.pt

Good Life
Spas
For further information,
Tel: 289 358 415,email:
sales@glspas.com or visit:
www.glspas.com

Discover one of the most prestigious
bathroom brands, Inbani, now available
from Around Tiles & Bathrooms.
The Inbani range consists of a selection
of top quality bathroom furniture including
bathtubs, showers, taps and accessories,
all created by brand designers and
produced in their exclusive factories.
Inbani products combine design
concept with functionality to ensure the
very best customer experience with a high
design value.
You can view a selection of Inbani
products available for your bathroom at
the Around showroom located in Loulé,
where the team can guide you through the
full product range and offer advice on the
very best design solutions to meet your
exact needs.

Around Bathroom and Tiles has been
operating in the Algarve since 2012 and
recently expanded to cover the entire
region and offer clients a choice from top
brands including Margres, Living
Ceramics, Bisazza, Grohe, Gessi,
Catalano, Jacuzzi and Foursteel.
With a young, yet experienced team,
the company’s mission is to provide a
complete service throughout every stage
of a project, while working with national
and international brands of reference,
including Ibani products.
In the Around stores in Lagos and
Loulé, all our partners, be they
constructors, individuals, decorators or
architects, can find large collections of top
brands with the team of professionals
completely at your disposal.

Storage beds at Tavira Discount
Warehouse
Tavira Discount
Warehouse
For more information Tel:
(+351) 916138059/060,
email info@taviradiscount
warehouse.com or visit: www.
taviradiscountwarehouse.com

Royal Grass
For more information or a
free quotation, please call
Léon on: 912 649 654 or
email: geral@royalgrass.pt.

DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

We are pleased to advise we have an
extensive new catalogue of storage beds,
exclusive to us. This enables us to offer
you the best product at the very best price.
A storage bed is similar to a
conventional divan in the support and
strength it offers, but also serves as a large
‘cupboard’ designed to store all kinds of
objects. Ideal for surplus bedding,
seasonal clothing or anything you don’t
want to clutter the bedroom. The space
available under the bed to store is
surprisingly large and with a conventional
divan bed would normally be wasted.
You can find different models of storage
beds at TDW. The most common being
those that incorporate a frontal elevation
system of the top base, activated by
hydraulic mechanisms. However, take a
look at our range, very few people know

there is a storage bed combining the
traditional classic lift up with drawers in a
variety of options. How about shoe
storage, perfect and easily accessible.
Most of these beds are available in at
least 3 colour options, the fabric covered
ones have a wide range of colours
available to choose from.
Sizes available range from standard
single, double or kingsize to most size
combinations in-between and up to a
massive 2m x 2m for those who like the
extra space.
A wide selection of headboards to
match also available.
To top these bases we have a large
range of mattresses, traditional sprung
and pocket sprung to memory foam, visco
and a combination of the two. Again, all
available in a wide range of sizes.

Good Life Spas
Soon to enter their 10th
year of trading, Good Life
Spas have built a fantastic
reputation for the quality of
their wellness products,
including; market leading
hot tub/jacuzzis from
Artesian Spas of Las
Vegas, USA – Saunas,
Steam Rooms and
Experience Showers from
Carmenta of Italy – Heated
Therapy Loungers from
Fabio Alemanno Design –
Full Spectrum Infra-Red
Saunas from Sunlighten of
the USA.
Providing complete
wellness solutions to
private customers,
professional spa areas and new build, or
refurbishment projects, Good Life Spas
work closely with clients and architects
to ensure their requirements are fully
realised. Whether you need a simple hot
tub spa at an affordable price, or a
complete wellness area, incorporating;
Sauna, Steam, Shower, Spa and
loungers, trust Good Life Spas to deliver
quality and service, every time.
Their suppliers are some of the leading
names in their respective fields and a brief
overview of each one is given below:
Artesian Spas
Widely regarded as one of the USA’s
leading manufacturers of hot tub spa
Jacuzzis and Swim Spas, (they produced
over 16,000 spas in 2016) the quality and
range of options is unmatched. From
simple, low cost, 2 seat spas to the unique
Platinum Elite with individual control of
massage intensity in each seat, we have a
hot tub spa to suit all lifestyles and budgets.
Carmenta
Wellness

Combining the best of Italian design
with German technology to create
stunning, high performance, saunas,
steam rooms and experience showers.
Fabio Alemanno
Made in Italy, these beautiful heated
therapy loungers are carved from a single
piece of stone and incorporate infra-red
heating to ease tense muscles and
provide the ultimate in relaxation.
Sunlighten
Full Spectrum infra-red saunas from
Sunlighten of the USA, provide medically
endorsed health benefits with inbuilt
therapy programs that; lower blood
pressure, relieve pain, detox, assist with
wound healing and weight loss, improve
circulation and leave you relaxed.
Call into Good Life Spas elegant
showroom, on the main avenida in
Almancil, to see these wonderful products
and discuss your requirements with our
friendly wellness experts. We’re here to help
you “live life better”.

Enjoy perfection with Royal Grass!
A beautifully manicured
lawn can be the ideal
centrepiece to a garden
but being able to achieve
a perfect area of grass in
your Algarve garden can
be not only time
consuming but also very
expensive. Take away all
of the maintenance
worries, high water bills
and problems associated
with a grass lawn by
installing top quality
artificial grass from Royal Before
Grass.
Royal Grass Portugal has
been in business for more than 13 years.
As the environmental awareness of
consumers is growing every day, there is
an increasing demand for artificial lawn.
In the Algarve the climate is dry and
during the summer a natural lawn requires
a huge amount of water, with most lawned
areas requiring the bulk of irrigation in a
garden just to keep them alive. Water bills
are continuing to rise and this, combined
with the cost of the chemicals, fertilizers
and, of course, the time needed to maintain
a lawn, makes this a very costly process
without any assurances that the lawn will
After
be up to the standard that you
require. An
artificial lawn is very low maintenance and
is ideal for landscaping, pool surroundings,
on a terrace or even to create a small
garden on your balcony.
Anyone concerned about the durability
of an artificial lawn may be surprised to
hear that Royal Grass comes with a ten
year colour stability and UV warranty and
most lawns will not need any form of
replacement for up to 15 years.
Since the beginning, Royal Grass has
been focusing exclusively on artificial

grass for landscaping. The brand has a
reputation for being one of the most
innovative brands in the world, eco-friendly
and produced with respect for nature.
Since 2005 we have started producing
V-shape® fibres, making us the first and
only artificial grass manufacturer to do so.
These special fibres are inspired by nature.
Every grass fibre has a lengthwise fold, just
like real grass.
Royal Grass has also developed the
revolutionary Micro Nerve Technology
MiNT®.
Feel free to visit our show garden in
Portimão, where you can experience
several types of Royal Grass. Please
contact us to make an appointment so you
can see and feel our excellent artificial grass.
Royal Grass Portugal can also provide
you with excellent shade sails and infrared underfloor heating. Contact us to find
out about all of our products, or visit one
of the distributors in the Algarve at Giga
Garden in Guia, Q Garden in Odiáxere or
Ma Maison in Lagoa. For dealers outside
the Algarve, please ask for our
distributors list.

Property of the Week
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Magnificent 2-bedroom apartment in the
centre of Lagos
This magnificent 2-bedroom apartment is housed in a beautiful
and private condominium in the city centre of Lagos.
Quiet and a few minutes from the beach and
Lagos Marina, this may be the ideal condominium
for you and your family.
The apartment consists of a large entrance hall,
with excellent lighting and connects to various
divisions. With a large living room with excellent
natural light entrance, equipped with air
conditioning and access to a magnificent and large
balcony.
The kitchen is fully equipped and has an
excellent area.
With two large bedrooms equipped with builtin wardrobes for convenience and storage. They
have air conditioning for comfort, one of the
bedrooms is ensuite and both have access to a

balcony. With a guest bathroom, equipped with
underfloor heating.
The apartment has abarbecue on the balcony,
being ideal for family meals or with a group of
friends.
The apartment has a parking space.
The condominium has a communal swimming
pool, a beautiful and well-tended lawned garden
and a children’s playground.
“Make your appointment now.”
For more information about this magnificent
apartment (Ref: VA403) priced at €290,000, please
contact Mimosa Properties on: (351) 282087152,
email: eunice@mimosaproperties.com or visit:
www.mimosaproperties.com
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REF: AA-563SHN - LAGOS

REF: AV-557SN - PRAIA DA LUZ

REF: AA-553SN - LAGOS

LOVELY 2 BED LAKE VIEW APARTMENT ON A
LUXURY GOLF RESORT, MIN. AWAY FROM THE
HISTORIC TOWN WITH ITS BEAUTIFUL
BEACHES, INCL. USE OF ALL FACILITIES:
POOLS, TENNIS COURT, GYM, SPA, KIDS
PLAYGROUND. CALL FOR A VIEWING TODAY!
ASKING PRICE: €299.000

FULLY RENOVATED FRONT LINE 3 BED
VILLA WITH POOL & SPECTACULAR OCEAN
VIEWS, BRIGHT OPEN PLAN LIVING ROOM, FIRE
PLACE, FULLY FITTED KITCHEN & SLIDING
DOORS ONTO THE LARGE TERRACE.
LOCATED ON AN EXCLUSIVE RESORT .
ASKING PRICE: €750.000

SPACIOUS 2 BED TOP FLOOR APARTMENT INCL.
LARGE TERRACE AND PRIVATE PARKING IN
MODERN SECURE CONDOMINIUM, WITH
COMMUNAL POOL & GYM, LOCATED VERY
CENTRAL AND CLOSE TO ALL AMENITIES.
GREAT INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY!
ASKING PRICE: €399.000

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação
Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.landandhousesalgarve.de

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

Tavira

Tavira

Exceptionally spacious 7 bedroom
/ 4 bathroom villa (277 m 2) with
guesthouse (108 m2), Mediterranean garden & heated swimming
pool. Plot of 9140 m2.
EC class: in process

Immaculate, detached 4 bedroom /
5 bathroom river front villa (472 m2)
with pool, private garden & fabulous
outdoor oasis. Plot of 810 m2.
Rare opportunity!
EC class: in progress

Ref: LHV-1422

Price: €975.000

Ref: LHV-1411

Price: €675.000

Estoi

Renovated 3 bedroom / 2 bathroom
villa (180 m2) with pool offering
breath taking views towards the
coastline. Single storey, Moorish
style. Plot of 1760 m2.
EC class: D

Ref: LHV-1366 Price: €550.000

Santa Luzia

Beautifully restored 4 bedroom /
3 bathroom village property (186
m2) with sun-filled patio and guest
annex. Lovely Mediterranean
ambience & quality.
EC class: C

Ref: LHT-1037 Price: €370.000

Cabanas de Tavira

South facing end of terrace
3 bedroom / 3 bathroom townhouse
(173 m2) with large garage, sea
view & communal pool. Vendor is
looking for quick sale!
EC class: D

Ref: LHT-937

Price: €265.000

AMI 7557

Tel: 00351 289 314 312
Fax: 00351 289 314 260
info@silverholidays.com
www.silverholidays.com
Rua do Brasil,
Casa Italiana, Loja 5,
8125-479 Vilamoura

Vilamoura

€1,790.000

Vilamoura

*** New property ***
Brand new ultra-modern 4 bedroom /
5 bathroom villa perfectly located
facing the famous victoria Golf
Course. This de-tatched villa is state
of the art, including A/C, under floor
heating, electric blinds, and central
vacuum. This is a dream golf property.

€570,000

*** New Property ***
Single story 3 bedroom villa, fully airconditioned. Kitchen is fully equipped
and has 2 bathrooms with showers.
Set in a quiet residential area of
Vilamoura, not far from all amenities,
shops, bars and restaurants within
walking distance the Marina.

Vilamoura

€240.000

*** New Property ***
Semi-detached villa, large sunny
terrace, very private. Three en-suite
double bedrooms, large living/ dining
room and full fitted kitchen. This complex
has a reception, large communal
swimming pool, stunning gardens and
a super restaurant.

Vilamoura

€585,000

*** New Property ***
Immaculate south facing 4 Bedroom /
3 Bathroom detached villa with ornate
shaped private heated swimming
pool and gardens located in
‘Le Club’ area of Vilamoura walking
distance from the Hotel Hilton Spa
Resort.

Vilamoura

€615.000

*** New Property ***
Beautiful 3 + 1 Bedrooms/ 3
Bathroom semi-detached house in
Vilamoura. Spread across three
levels, offers luxurious comfort and
space, with a 366m2 plot garden
and terrace areas. Including a
private swimming pool.

VENDAVILLA.COM

MAIN OFFICE:
VILAMOURA, Av. Da Marina, Marina
Plaza, Shop 69, (in front of Hotel
Vila Galé Marina) EST. 1982
AMI 489

Mobile: 91 8788375
Tel: 289 315 333
sales@vendavilla.com

BOLIQUEIME – STUNNING SEA VIEW

Villa with stunning sea views, near amenities,
consisting of 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, living
room, dining room with fireplace, kitchen, laundry,
BBQ, garage for 2 cars, heated swimming pool,
jacuzzi and garden with fruit trees. Furnished and
equipped. Plot area-2.000 sq.m. Const. area 195 sq.m. ENERGY CLASS – B.

REF.V12881

PRICE : €650.000

VILAMOURA – RENTAL POTENTIAL

Studio transformed into one bedroom, with
37 sq.m., composed of living room, bedroom,
kitchenette and terrace facing South with
10 sq.m. Furnished and equipped with A/C
and solar heating. Parking area, communal
swimming pool and garden area. 10 mn walk
from the Marina. ENERGY CLASS - B.

REF.A01651

PRICE : €107.000

VILAMOURA – CENTRALLY LOCATED
Refurbished apartment situated 2 minutes from
the Marina and 5 mn from the beach, consisting
of 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, lounge/dining
room, kitchen and 2 terraces. Communal
garden area. Exterior parking area. Const. area
- 74 sq.m. Furnished and equipped.
ENERGY CLASS - C

REF.A01662

PRICE : €215.000

VILAMOURA – BEAUTIFUL
CONDOMINIUM

Beautiful apartment consisting of 1 bedroom,
1 bathroom, spacious lounge/dining room,
kitchen and terrace. Parking and storage room
in the basement. Communal swimming
pool and garden. Const. area - 58 sq.m.
ENERGY CLASS - D
REF.A01623
Price: €240.000

Prestige Property

FREE GOLF, GYM, SPA, POOL USAGE WITH THESE APARTMENTS!!

ONE BEDROOM STUNNING APT.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

€140.000

BETWEEN FUZETA AND MONCARAPACHO
RESORT WITH POOL, GYM, SPA
SPORTS FACILITIES AND 9 HOLE GOLF COURSE
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
GOOD SIZED VERANDA
AIR CONDITIONING
BEAUTIFUL AND WELL MAINTAINED
GUARANTEED RENTALS
GREAT INVESTMENT !!

ENERGY RATING C

AMI Agents licence number: 7673

REF: 2146

SPECTACULAR 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT €270.000
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE USE OF ALL FACILITIES AND GOLF
SAME COMPLEX AS THE ONE BEDROOM
VERY GENEROUS ROOM SIZES
HUGE PRIVATE VERANDA
HIGH CEILINGS/SPACIOUS
AIR CONDITIONING
OCEAN VIEW
SHARED POOL AND GARDENS
GUARANTEED RETURN ON INVESTMENT

ENERGY RATING C

REF: 2394

Office phone/fax: 00351 281 95 28 20
Mobile: 00351 911 04 18 62
Sales: www.algarvemantaproperties.com
Rentals: www.algarvemanta.pt
E-mail: sarah@algarvemanta.pt

Spacious Two Bedroom
A partment Located in
Central Vilamoura.
The apartment is situated in a
gated community with a large
communal swimming pool in a
matured and landscaped garden.
The apartment was originally built
with three bedrooms. It had been
completely renovated. It has a large
lounge and is nicely decorated. There
is a fire place, full air conditioning and
central heating. Well equipped and
fitted kitchen, south facing terrace
overlooking garden and pool. Two
bedrooms with fitted wardrobes and
new en-suite bathrooms with walk in
shower. The apartment is for sale with
all the furniture and fittings, including
brand new settee, dishwasher etc.
Designated parking space in
secured underground car park.
Walking distance to supermarket,
cafes, restaurants and the famous

Property Highlight

Vilamoura Marina and beach.
Good opportunity as a holiday home
or investment. Proven rental income.
Floor area 115m2. Ref : FS137.
€260,000 ono.
Please call or see our website for
further details:
www.fivestar-vilamoura.com
Email : info@fivestar-vilamoura.com
Tel : 289302762.
Mob : 969190361 / 965392755.
Office : 7A Church Square, Old Village,
Vilamoura 8125-429.
AMI 10185.
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LAST UNIT!

= Established 1988 =

T (+351) 289 395 610
F (+351) 289 397 212
M (+351) 917 238 517
Email:

info@johnhillproperties.com
www.johnhillproperties.com

AMI 2214

Although built some years ago, this
enormous house has never been lived in.
Built to a very high standard and located in a
quiet area on the edge of the village of
Parragil, within a few minutes drive of
LoulÈ. The huge basement has natural light,
several divisions and could be an
apartment. There are four bedrooms, fully
fitted kitchen, living room which is big
enough to be divided to give a separate
dining room if required, integral garage and
a swimming pool in the small garden.

Price: €325.000

Ref. V466

Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 Swallow up; 8 Cue; 9 Grave accent; 11 Incense; 12 Ebony;
13 Prince; 15 Recede; 17 Since; 18 Heather; 20 Alter course; 22 Nil;
23 Sweet corn.
Down: 2 War; 3 Lie in; 4 Wicked; 5 Precede; 6 Act together; 7 Teddy bear;
10 Auction sale; 11 In passing; 14 Creates; 16 Charge; 19 About; 21 Sir.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Got lineages from him? Yes! (11)
9. Anger shown by Queen Elizabeth I when
sent back (3)
10. It's latin among other things (5,4)
11. Send back a clock (5)
13. What a worker may assume is the
highest (7)
14. A tempting thing to do (6)
16. Back at sea (6)
18. An old Empire sofa (7)
19. Plant that means a great deal to us (5)
20. Height? No, leave it out (9)
21. Girl in sad array (3)
22. Way that is perfectly clear (5,6)

DOWN
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Look up and down (3)
A somewhat predictable order (5)
Wash a great deal I have on (6)
Some of the top stories (7)
A fishmonger for instance? (4,5)
They give people eyes for detail (11)
One whose meteoric career is almost
over? (7,4)
12. The farthest one will be from a bank (9)
15. Not a long-drawn-out bargain (7)
17. Releases the last of the Mounties (6)
19. Does it rule the waves? (5)
21. We are under a feeling of wonder (3)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

DOWN

2. Unwell (3)
3. Splendid (5)
4. Bequest (6)
5. Atomic pile (7)
6. Shopkeeper (9)
7. Suitable (11)
8. Loss of water (11)
12. Swear (9)
15. Refinement (7)
17. Take away (6)
19. Puccini opera (5)
21. Fasten (3)

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

ACROSS
1. Oddness (11)
9. Friend (3)
10. Make worse (9)
11. Furious (5)
13. Knives etc. (7)
14. Swagger (6)
16. Elementary text-book (6)
18. Sudden resolve (7)
19. Principle (5)
20. Quivering (9)
21. Also (3)
22. Deteriorates (11)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 1 Lethargic; 8 Ail; 9 Unimportant; 11
College; 12 Thong; 13 Ocelot; 15 Entomb; 17
Copse; 18 Outline; 20 Reluctantly; 22 Tie; 23
Perpetual.
Down: 2 Eon; 3 Apple; 4 Garret; 5 Chasten; 6
Pathologist; 7 Illegible; 10 Ill-tempered; 11
Crotchety; 14 Overlap; 16 Concur; 19 Trade;
21 Lea.

QUICK CROSSWORD
Hard
Last week’s solutions
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TV Guide brought to you by

SATURDAY 27/10/18
BBC One
06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
14.00
16.30
17.10
17.20
17.30
18.00
18.50
20.35
21.25
22.10
22.30
23.50
00.20
01.45

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Classic Mary Berry.
Football Focus.
BBC News; Weather.
Invictus Games 2018.
Live International Rugby
League.
Final Score.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Invictus Games 2018.
Pointless Celebrities.
Strictly Come Dancing Halloween Special.
Casualty.
Killing Eve.
BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Match of the Day.
The NFL Show.
FILM: The Borderlands
(2013).
Weather for the Week
Ahead.

BBC Two England
06.45
07.15
07.45
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.30
00.35

Top Class.
All Over the Place: Europe.
Wild & Weird.
Absolute Genius with Dick
& Dom.
Got What It Takes?
Elephant Diaries.
Elephant Diaries.
Natural World: Saving
Luna.
Homes Under the
Hammer.
Rick Stein: From Venice to
Istanbul.
Wanted Down Under.
Escape to the Country.
Britain’s Ultimate Pilots:
Inside the RAF.
Saving Lives at Sea.
Letterbox.
A House Through Time.
Dad’s Army.
Mediterranean with
Simon Reeve.
Elizabeth I’s Secret
Agents.
Black Hollywood:
“They’ve Gotta Have Us”.
QI XL.
Snowfall.
Later Weekend with
Jools Holland.
FILM: Cosmopolis (2012).

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: The Tom and
Jerry Show.
07.50 Scrambled!: The Powerpuff
Girls.
08.10 Scrambled!: ToonMarty.
08.30 Scrambled!: Robozuna.
09.05 Scrambled!: Mighty
Magiswords!
09.25 ITV News.

09.30 James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
11.40 Countrywise.
12.05 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
12.15 Midsomer Murders.
14.10 The X Factor.
15.15 Catchphrase.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
17.55 ITV News and Weather.
18.10 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.20 FILM: Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2
(2011).
20.35 The X Factor.
22.35 The Jonathan Ross Show.
23.40 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.

Channel 4
06.50 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.15 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.40 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
08.05 Frasier.
08.30 Frasier.
09.00 Frasier.
09.30 The Big Bang Theory.
10.00 The Big Bang Theory.
10.30 The Big Bang Theory.
11.00 The Simpsons.
11.30 The Simpsons.
12.00 Come Dine with Me.
13.00 Four in a Bed.
13.30 Four in a Bed.
14.00 Four in a Bed.
14.30 Four in a Bed.
15.00 Four in a Bed.
15.30 A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
16.30 A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun.
17.35 Escape to the Chateau:
DIY.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 FILM: Transformers: Dark
of the Moon (2011).
22.00 Formula 1 Mexican
Grand Prix Qualifying
Highlights.
23.35 FILM: The Mortal
Instruments: City of
Bones (2013).
01.45 Experimental.

BBC Four
19.00 Natural World Special: My
Life as a Turkey.
20.00 Life Story.
21.00 54 Hours: The Gladbeck
Hostage Crisis.
22.30 There She Goes.
23.00 Top of the Pops: 1986.
23.30 Top of the Pops: 1986.
00.00 Britain’s Most Dangerous
Songs: Listen to the
Banned.
01.00 Neil Sedaka: King of Song.
01.00 (GMT) Knights of Classic
Drama at the BBC.
02.00 Natural World Special: My
Life as a Turkey.

SUNDAY 28/10/18
BBC One
06.00
08.40
10.00
11.00
11.30
12.30
13.00
13.15
14.00
14.15
14.50
16.55
17.15
17.35
17.45
19.00
19.50
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.20
22.30
23.30
00.05

(GMT) Breakfast.
Match of the Day.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Sunday Politics.
Sunday Morning Live.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Escape to the Country.
Points of View.
Songs of Praise.
FILM: Oz the Great and
Powerful (2013).
Scared Shrekless.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Countryfile Ramble for
BBC Children in Need.
Doctor Who.
Strictly Come Dancing:
The Results.
Still Open All Hours.
The Little Drummer Girl.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Match of the Day 2.
The Women’s Football
Show.
The Apprentice.

BBC Two England
06.20 (GMT) Around the World
in 80 Gardens.
07.20 Carol Klein’s Plant
Odysseys.
07.50 The Instant Gardener.
08.35 Countryfile.
09.30 The Beechgrove Garden.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Best
Bites.
11.30 The Hairy Bikers’ Asian
Adventure.
12.30 Sweets Made Simple.
13.00 NFL Live.
17.00 Flog It!
17.30 Letterbox.
18.00 Britain’s Classroom
Heroes 2018.
19.00 Nature’s Wildest
Weapons: Horns, Tusks
and Antlers: Natural
World.
20.00 Mediterranean with
Simon Reeve.
21.00 Last Chance Lawyer
New York City.
22.00 Inside No 9 Live.
22.30 The Mash Report.
23.00 FILM: The Ring (2002).

ITV London
06.00 (GMT) CITV: (GMT) Dino
Dana.
06.10 Super 4.
06.25 Super 4.
06.35 Make It Pop.
06.55 Signed Stories: Share a
Story.
07.05 Robozuna.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: The Tom and
Jerry Show.
07.50 Scrambled!: Ben 10.

08.10 Scrambled!: The Bagel
and Becky Show.
08.30 Scrambled!: The Haunted
Hathaways.
09.05 Scrambled!: Mighty
Magiswords!
09.25 ITV News.
09.30 Love Your Garden.
10.25 Emmerdale 1918.
10.55 Martin Lewis: 10 Things
Your Kids Need to Know.
11.55 The Big Audition.
12.50 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
13.00 The X Factor.
15.00 Back to Mine.
15.30 Tenable.
16.30 The Chase.
17.30 Tipping Point: Lucky Stars.
18.30 ITV News and Weather.
18.45 ITV News London;
Weather.
19.00 The Chase Celebrity
Special.
20.00 The X Factor.
21.00 Butterfly.
22.00 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
22.20 Gordon Ramsay on
Cocaine.
23.20 Gordon, Gino and Fred:
Road Trip.

Channel 4
06.15 (GMT) The King of
Queens.
06.40 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.10 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.35 Frasier.
08.00 Frasier.
08.30 Frasier.
08.55 Jamie Cooks Italy.
09.30 Sunday Brunch.
12.30 The Simpsons.
13.00 The Simpsons.
13.30 FILM: Tooth Fairy (2010).
15.35 The Great British Bake Off.
16.55 FILM: The Aristocats
(1970).
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Phil Spencer’s Stately
Homes.
20.00 Great Canal Journeys.
21.00 FILM: Deepwater Horizon
(2016).
23.00 Formula 1 Mexican
Grand Prix Highlights.
01.15 FILM: Little Men (2016).

BBC Four
19.00 (GMT) Locomotion: Dan
Snow’s History of
Railways.
20.00 The Ghan: Australia’s
Greatest Train Journey.
23.00 I Was a Yazidi Slave.
00.00 Art of France.
01.00 Timeshift: The Golden
Age of Coach Travel.
02.00 Timeshift: The Modern
Age of The Coach.
03.00 The Culture Show: Lego The Building Blocks of
Architecture.

Must See TV
First Dates (Monday C4, 10pm)
New series. The return of the dating show as more hopeful singletons
visit the restaurant, with recruitment consultant Lee sitting down for a
meal with Abbi, who lives a more civilised lifestyle than he does.
Meanwhile, septuagenarian Deanna, who hasn't been on a date in 20
years, meets ex-car mechanic Alex, but he seems more interested in the
waiter than in her, while beauty ambassador Bianca is paired with Teza,
who prides himself on being an entertainer, but admits that his cockiness
is a mask for his own insecurity.

MONDAY 29/10/18
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Holding Back the Years.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Impossible.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Money for Nothing.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Inside Out.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 Room 101.
21.00 Peter Kay’s Comedy
Shuffle.
21.30 For Facts Sake.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
22.45 Have I Got a Bit More
News for You.
23.25 The Graham Norton
Show.
00.15 Professor Green: Is It
Time to Legalise Weed?
01.05 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
01.10 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00 Claimed and Shamed.
06.45 Money for Nothing.
07.30 Sign Zone: Family
Cooking Showdown.
08.30 The Week in Parliament.
09.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
13.00 World Gymnastics
Championships.
15.00 Politics Live: Budget 2018.
18.00 Letterbox.
18.30 Strictly: It Takes Two.
19.00 Family Cooking
Showdown.
20.00 Only Connect.
20.30 University Challenge.
21.00 Black Earth Rising.
22.00 QI.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.10 Weather.
23.15 A Dangerous Dynasty:
House of Assad.
00.15 Sign Zone: The
Apprentice.
01.15 Sign Zone: Countryfile.
02.10 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;

18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.50
00.40
03.00
03.55
05.05

Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Britain’s Busiest
Motorway.
Coronation Street.
Strangers.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Iran Unveiled - Taking on
the Ayatollahs.
Trevor McDonald and the
Killer Nurse.
Jackpot247.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
ITV Nightscreen.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.35
06.55
07.15
07.40
08.05
08.35
09.05
09.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.55
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.00
01.50
04.00
04.55
05.50

Mike & Molly.
Mike & Molly.
Mike & Molly.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
A New Life in the Sun.
Countdown.
Coast vs Country.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Embarrassing Pets.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Rory Peck Awards.
Born on the Breadline:
Channel 4 Dispatches.
Food Unwrapped.
Old People’s Home for 4
Year Olds.
First Dates.
True Horror: The
Witches’ Prison.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
60 Days in Jail.
FILM: A Touch of Sin
(2013).
Building the Dream.
French Collection.
Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Dangerous Earth.
20.00 Rome: A History of the
Eternal City.
21.00 Timeshift: The People’s
Liners - Britain’s Lost
Pleasure Fleets.
22.00 Selling Children Storyville.
23.00 Venus Uncovered:
Ancient Goddess of Love.
00.00 FILM: Letters from
Baghdad (2016).
01.25 Swim the Channel.
02.25 Dangerous Earth.
03.00 Rome: A History of the
Eternal City.
04.00 Close.

View our TV Guide from
anywhere via our website!

TUESDAY 30/
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Holding Back the Years.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News
and Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Impossible.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Money for Nothing.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six;
Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News
and Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Holby City.
21.00 Informer.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News
and Weather; National
Lottery Update.
22.45 Imagine - Becoming Cary
Grant.
00.10 Without Limits: Australia.
01.15 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
01.20 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
15.30
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.05
01.05
01.35
02.20

Letterbox.
Claimed and Shamed.
Money for Nothing.
Sign Zone:
Eat Well for Less?
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
World Gymnastics
Championships.
Coast.
Blue Planet II.
Eggheads.
Antiques Road Trip.
Letterbox.
Strictly:
It Takes Two.
Family Cooking
Showdown.
Saving Lives at Sea.
The Fires That Foretold
Grenfell.
Later Live - with Jools
Holland.
Newsnight.
Weather.
NFL This Week.
Sign Zone:
Mediterranean with
Simon Reeve.
Sign Zone:
The Lakes with Paul
Rose.
Sign Zone:
Heir Hunters with
Michael Buerk.
This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;

TV Guide brought to you by
10/18
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.20
00.15
01.05
03.00
03.50
05.05

Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Judge Rinder’s Crime
Stories.
Vera.
ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
On Assignment.
Butterfly.
Lethal Weapon.
Jackpot247.
Loose Women.
ITV Nightscreen.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.10
08.35
09.05
09.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.15
22.25
23.30
00.30
01.20
02.15
03.05
04.00
04.55
05.50

3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
A New Life in the Sun.
Countdown.
Coast vs Country.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Embarrassing Pets.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Rory Peck Awards.
The Great British Bake
Off: The Final.
Celebrity Hunted.
Gogglebox: Celebrity
Special for SU2C.
Naked Attraction.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Old People’s Home for
4 Year Olds.
The Biggest Little
Railway in the World.
Selling Houses with
Amanda Lamb.
Building the Dream.
French Collection.
Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Dangerous Earth.
20.00 Origins of Us.
21.00 New Zealand: Earth’s
Mythical Islands.
22.00 There She Goes.
22.30 The Silk Road.
23.30 Lost Kingdoms of Central
America.
00.30 Too Much, Too Young:
Children of the Middle
Ages.
01.30 Origins of Us.
02.30 New Zealand: Earth’s
Mythical Islands.
03.30 Close.

WEDNESDAY 31/10/18
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Holding Back the Years.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Impossible.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Money for Nothing.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
20.00 Watchdog Live.
21.00 The Apprentice.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.45 A Question of Sport.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
08.30
09.00
11.00
11.15
13.00
16.15
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.15
01.15
01.45
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00

Letterbox.
Claimed and Shamed.
Money for Nothing.
Sign Zone: Great British
Menu.
Sign Zone: Great British
Menu.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
World Gymnastics
Championships.
Coast.
Eggheads.
Antiques Road Trip.
Letterbox.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Family Cooking
Showdown.
Inside the Factory.
Trust.
The Apprentice: You’re
Fired.
Newsnight.
Weather.
House of Saud: A Family
at War.
Sign Zone: Without Limits:
Australia.
Sign Zone: Monkman &
Seagull’s Genius Guide
to Britain.
This Is BBC Two.

18.30 ITV Evening News;
Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 Paul O’Grady: For the
Love of Dogs.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 Dark Heart.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.30 ITV News London;
Weather.
22.45 Peston.
23.45 The Jonathan Ross
Show.
00.40 Jackpot247.
03.00 Marcella.
03.50 ITV Nightscreen.
05.05 The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.35
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.10
08.40
09.10
09.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.35
00.30
01.30
02.25
02.55

3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
A New Life in the Sun.
Countdown.
Coast vs Country.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Embarrassing Pets.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Rory Peck Awards.
The Secret Life of the
Zoo.
Grand Designs.
The Bisexual.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
Alex.
Pokerstars Caribbean
Adventure.
True Horror: The
Witches’ Prison.
Born on the Breadline:
Channel 4 Dispatches.
The Biggest Little Railway
in the World.
Building the Dream.
French Collection.
Jamie’s Comfort Food.
Countdown.

ITV London

03.50
04.45
05.40
05.50

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.

19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Dangerous Earth.
20.00 Teenage Tommies.
21.00 The Secret Story of Stuff:
Materials of the Modern
Age.
22.00 The Thirteenth Tale.
23.30 Fear Itself.
01.00 Treasures of the Louvre.
02.30 Carved with Love: The
Genius of British
Woodwork.
03.30 Dangerous Earth.
04.00 Close.

BBC Four
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THURSDAY 01/11/18
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Holding Back the Years.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Impossible.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Money for Nothing.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Ariana Grande at the BBC.
21.00 Ambulance.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
22.45 Question Time.
23.45 This Week.
00.30 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.35 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
15.30
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.20
23.25
00.25
01.10
02.05

Letterbox.
Claimed and Shamed.
Money for Nothing.
Sign Zone: Saving Lives
at Sea.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
World Gymnastics
Championships.
Coast.
Blue Planet II.
Eggheads.
Antiques Road Trip.
Letterbox.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Family Cooking
Showdown.
100 Days to Victory.
Diagnosis on Demand?
The Computer Will See
You Now.
MOTD: The Premier
League Show.
Newsnight.
Weather.
House of Saud: A Family
at War.
Last Chance Lawyer New
York City.
The Assassination of
Gianni Versace: American
Crime Story.
Sign Zone: Black
Hollywood: “They’ve
Gotta Have Us”.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.

14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
22.50
23.50
00.10

Judge Rinder.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Frontline Care: Saving
the NHS? Tonight.
Emmerdale.
Gino’s Italian Coastal
Escape.
Dark Heart.
ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Killer Women with Piers
Morgan.
Judge Rinder’s Crime
Stories.
Jackpot247.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.10
08.40
09.10
09.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05
00.40
02.20

3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
A New Life in the Sun.
Countdown.
Coast vs Country.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Embarrassing Pets.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Rory Peck Awards.
George Clarke’s Old
House, New Home.
The First.
Naked Attraction.
First Dates.
Random Acts.
The Endless Winter:
Surfing Europe.
FILM: Middle Men (2009).

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Top of the Pops: 1986.
20.00 Human Universe.
21.00 The Machine Gun and
Skye’s Band of Brothers.
22.00 Blackadder Goes Forth.
22.30 Blackadder Goes Forth.
23.00 The Somme: Secret
Tunnel Wars.
00.00 Top of the Pops: 1986.
00.30 Timewatch: The Last
Days of World War One.
01.30 The Incredible Story of
Marie Antoinette’s Watch
with Nicholas Parsons.
02.30 Human Universe.
03.30 Close.
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FRIDAY 02/11/18
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Holding Back the Years.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Impossible.
15.00 Escape to the Country.
15.45 Money for Nothing.
16.30 Flog It!
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 A Question of Sport.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 Not Going Out.
21.00 Have I Got News for You.
21.30 Would I Lie to You?
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.25 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.35 The Graham Norton Show.
23.25 Peter Kay’s Comedy
Shuffle.
23.55 Killing Eve.
00.40 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.45 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
17.00
17.15
18.00
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.05
00.05
01.05
01.50
02.50

Letterbox.
Claimed and Shamed.
Money for Nothing.
Sign Zone: Gardeners’
World.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
World Gymnastics
Championships.
Coast.
Antiques Road Trip.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Family Cooking
Showdown.
Mastermind.
The Lakes with Paul
Rose.
Made in Great Britain.
The Mash Report.
Newsnight.
Weather.
House of Saud: A Family
at War.
Black Hollywood:
“They’ve Gotta Have Us”.
Trust.
Sign Zone: A Dangerous
Dynasty: House of Assad.
Sign Zone: Doctor Who.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.
14.00 Judge Rinder.

15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.45
00.45
01.10
03.00

Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The Harbour.
Coronation Street.
Unbelievable Moments
Caught on Camera.
ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Through the Keyhole.
Take Me Out.
Back to Mine.
Jackpot247.
Cold Feet.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.10
08.40
09.10
09.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.55
02.45
03.20
04.15

3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
3rd Rock from the Sun.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
A New Life in the Sun.
Countdown.
Coast vs Country.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Embarrassing Pets.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Unreported World.
The Great British Bake
Off: An Extra Slice.
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
Naked Attraction.
FILM: Kick-Ass 2 (2013).
The First.
The Bisexual.
The Biggest Little Railway
in the World.
Building the Dream.

BBC Four
19.00 World News Today;
Weather.
19.30 Top of the Pops: 1986.
20.00 Indie & Beyond with
Shaun Ryder & Alan
McGee.
21.00 Marc Bolan: Cosmic
Dancer.
22.00 Radio 2 in Concert: Paul
Weller.
23.00 Guitar Heroes at the BBC.
00.00 Top of the Pops: 1986.
00.30 Island at the BBC.
01.30 Sound of Song.
02.30 Indie & Beyond with
Shaun Ryder & Alan
McGee.
03.30 Close.
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Directory
Books

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

Drains

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

Bureaucratic Services

Heating & Cooling

Carpentry

Interiors & Furnishings

Damp

sales@theportugalnews.com

Directory
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Legal

Opticians

Painting & Decorating

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370

Pools & Spas

accurate, factual
and unbiased info

Pool Service
Pool Covers
Pool Fencing

Pool Heating
www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice
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Directory
Property Services

Removals & Storage

www.theportugalnews.com
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Weddings

TV & Satellite

Events
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North & Centre

Cinema
NEW THIS WEEK
King of Thieves - Stars:
Charlie Cox, Michael Caine,
Michael Gambon. Genre:
Crime, Drama. Director:
James Marsh. Rating: M/
12. Plot: A true crime film
about a crew of retired
crooks who pull off a major
heist in London's jewelry
district. What starts off as
their last criminal hurrah
quickly turns into a brutal
nightmare due to greed.
Hunter Killer - Stars:
Ethan Baird, Jacob Scipio,
Dempsey Bovell. Genre:
Action, Thriller. Director:
Donovan Marsh. Rating: R.
Plot: Deep under the Arctic

Ocean, American Submarine
Captain Joe Glass is on the
hunt for a U.S. Sub in
distress when he discovers a
secret Russian coup,
threatening to dismantle the
world order. Captain Glass
must now assemble an elite
group of Navy SEALs to
resuce the kidnapped
Russian president and sneak
through enemy waters to
WWIII.

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
Smallfoot (PV); Venom; Bad
Times at El Royale; A Star is
Born; Snow Queen; King of
Thieves; Final Score; First Man;
Die Walküre; Hunter Killer; Pedro
e Inês; Halloween.
NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
Goosebumps 2; Charming;
Halloween; Beatriz e Romeu
(PV); Johnny English Strikes
Again; Hunter Killer; Valkyrie;
First Man; The Wife; Smallfoot
(PV).
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Halloween; The Jungle Bunch
(PV); Hunter Killer: Die Walküre;
First Man; Bad Times at El
Royale; Beatriz e Romeu (PV);
A Star is Born.
Algarcine – Portimão
Hunter Killer; Smallfoot (PV); The
Nutcracker and the Four Realms
(PV & OV): Halloween; Pedro e
Inês; Beatriz e Romeu (PV).
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
The Nutcracker and the Four
Realms (PV & OV); Smallfoot
(PV); Johnny English Strikes
Again; Halloween; Beatriz e
Romeu (PV); Hunter Killer;
A Star is Born.
Algarcine – Lagos
Hunter Killer; Halloween; A Star
is Born; Beatriz and Romeu (PV);
The Nutcracker and the Four
Realms.
Cineplace Algarve
Shopping – Guia
Smallfoot (PV); First Man;
Halloween; Beatriz e Romeu
(PV); Bad Times at El Royale;
Goosebumps 2; The Prayer; King
of Thieves; Pedro e Inês; Hunter
Killer; Hotel Tranyslvania 3 (PV);
Johnny English Strikes Again;
Venom; A Star is Born; Final
Score; The Wife.
Cineplace – Portimão
Halloween; Smallfoot (PV);
Venom; Final Score; First Man;

*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

King of Thieves; Pedro e Inês; A
Star is Born; Bad Times at El
Royale; Johnny English Strikes
Again; The Wife; Hunter Killer;
Beatriz e Romeu (PV).
Cineplace Loures Shopping
Hunter Killer; Beatriz e Romeu
(PV); Goosebumps 2; Pedro e
Inês; Smallfoot (PV); First Man;
Bad Times at El Royale; Final
Score; A Star is Born; Johnny
English Strikes Again; Venom;
Halloween; King of Thieves; The
Wife; First Man.
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
Halloween; Smallfoot (PV);
Hunter Killer; First Man; Venom;
Goosebumps 2; Beatriz e Romeu
(PV); Final Score; King of
Thieves; A Star is Born; Bad
Times at El Royale; Johnny
English Strikes Again.
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
Halloween; Johnny English
Strikes Again; Venom; Final
Score; Bad Cat (PV); Hunter
Killer; Hotel Transylvania 3 (PV);
King of Thieves; Smallfoot (PV);
Beatriz e Romeu (PV); First Man;
The Wife; Bad Times at El Royale;
A Star is Born.
Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Final Score; Pedro e Inês; First
Man; Johnny English Strikes
Again; Venom; A Star is Born;
Hunter Killer; Beatriz e Romeu
(PV); Halloween; Smallfoot (PV).

Algarcine

In Beaut
y - International Beauty, Cosmetics and Hair Fair
Beauty
returns to the Altice Arena in Lisbon from 27 - 29 Oct to unveil
the latest trends and news from the world of beauty.
For tickets visit www.arena.altice.pt

EXHIBITION

FAIRS & MARKETS

'Mille-Fleurs' by artist João
Francisco - Paintings and
Tapestries exhibition is now
open to the public Tuesday to
Saturday 10am to 7pm at the
Galeria 111, Campo Grand,
Lisbon until 10 November.
Tel: 217977418.

Botanic Market - every
Saturday from 9am to 1pm:
Sale of sustainable agricultural
products, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra

VERA World Fine Art
Festival - bringing together
works and artists from all over
the world, and on display until
31 October at Pavilhão de
Portugal, Parque das Nações,
Doca dos Olivais. For more
information visit
www.verafestival.com
International
Surrealism
Now exhibition will open at
the Coimbra House Culture
and Edifício Chiado Museum in
Coimbra, on 17 November
2018. www.cm-coimbra.pt
'The Art of the Earth' a
collection by António Lourenço
will be on display next to the
Lisbon Cathedral until 28
October
October, 11am to 8pm daily.
www.aartedaterra.pt or
www.facebook.com/
aartedaterra.lisboa/
'A Vida em Nós' exhibition.
Free entry, until 18
November
November. Works by Luís
Vieira-Baptista. Ground floor.
Norman Parkinson - Life
works: 1935-1990. until 17
February 2019. 1st floor.
ESAD - Caldas da Rainha.
Until 4 November. 2nd floor.
Centro Cultural Cascais, Av Rei
Humberto II de Itália, Nº16. Mon
- Fri 9.30 - 12.30 & 2 - 6pm. Tel:
(+351) 214 815 660 E-mail:
geral@fundacaodomluis.pt
Urban Art Fair at Ruas
Visconde da Luz, Ferreira
Borges and Largo da Portagem,
Coimbra. 10 November
November,
10am to 5.30pm. www.cmcoimbra.pt

Tavira, Faro &
Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

CCB Market - First Sun of
every month. Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon. Free entry.
Antiques Market at Terreiro
da Erva, Coimbra every
fourth Saturday from 9am
to 7pm. Collectables and
antiques brought and sold.
Free Admission. Information
+351 239 857 500, www.cmcoimbra.pt.
LxMarket - Every Sunday
at LxFactory, 10am - 7pm.
Unique, vintage, handmade
and second hand items. Lx
Factory, R. Rodrigues de Faria,
Lisbon. lxmarket.com.pt
Mercado D’Aqui - The First
Sun. of every month 1º de
Maio sports field hosts a
market promoting more
positive, healthy lifestyles.
Take part in all kinds of free
activities, such as yoga,
Pilates and workshops, as well
as getting yourself a physical
fitness checkup. 4 Novenber.
from 10 am to 5 pm, Parque
de Jogos 1º de Maio.)
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Calema bring their latest hits
to the Coliseu Porto on 10
November from 9pm. Tickets
available from www.coliseu.pt

' Jazznesis' is an excellent
cocktail of progressive rock and
Jazz from the group Genesis
(1970 to 1974). Appearing at
the Casino Estoril on 27
October from 9.30pm. Tickets:
€20 to €25 per person. By law,
access to some areas of Casino
Estoril are reserved for persons
over 18 years. Tel: 214667791,
www.casino-estoril.pt

SOCIAL
Enóphilo Wine Fair - from
3pm to 8pm at Alfândega do
Porto on the 17 November
November.
Tickets: www.ticketline.sapo.pt/
en/evento/enophilo-wine-fest2018-porto-37253

THEATRE & DANCE
The Nutcracker by the
prestigious Russian Classical
Ballet at the Coliseu Porto on
24 November
November. With two
showings 5pm and 9.30pm.
Tickets €15 to €33.
www.coliseu.pt
'Why the thing' - the
Lusitânia Comedy Club is back
at the Teatro Tivoli BBVA,
Lisbon from 7 to 9
November to portray a musical
comedy of the History of
Portugal. Tickets €10 to €22.
www.teatrotivolibbva.pt/pt/
event/190/lusitania-comedyclub-o-porque-da-coisa

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve.
Our next LIVE AUCTION on
3 November
November. Approx 450
lots with 380 items starting at
€1 including antiques,
collectables, art, jewellery,
tools, furniture, sports
equipment, designer
handbags. All of the items can
be viewed at the auction
house and through our online
catalogue: www.ahalgarve.com
Tel: 289832380 or email us at
info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITION
Morocco Tapestry - ‘A
Grammar of sounds and
silences’. until 31 October
Municipal Auditorium, Olhão.
Tel: 289 700 160 www.cmolhão.pt/auditorio.
‘Rustic Art in Wood’
Wood’,
Centro Museológical do
Alportel, São Brás, until 12
November
November. Tel: 289 840 000,
www.cm-sbras.pt
On the P
ath of the
Path
Iberian Lynx exhibition at
Silves Castle, 9am to 8pm until
31 October. Tel: 282 440
865.
Painting
s by Liz Allen
Paintings
Pastelaria de Arade Largo
1 Dezembro, no. 4, Portimão
until 31 Octo
ber email
October
liz@lizallenart.com

FAIRS & MARKETS
Flea Market - Third
Sund
ay of the month near
Sunday
the school (Escola C+S)
Almancil. www.goldentriangle
uncovered.com
The west coast Car Boot
take place on the first
Sunday of each month at
the Old School House, Vales,
Aljezur.. Unwanted household
items only—no goods grown,

MUSIC
Os Quatro e Meia present
their debut ablum ´Pontos nos
Is´at the Coliseu Porto on 23
November at 10pm. For
tickets visit www.coliseu.pt
Misty Fest 2018 offering a
wide-ranging world of music
and jazz from 30 October to
25 November throughout
Portugal. For a full programme
visit. www.misty-fest.com
Chris de Burgh will appear
in an exclusive concert at the
Casino Estoril on 31 October
as part of their 60th Birthday
Gala. By law, access to some
areas of Casino Estoril are
reserved for persons over 18
years. Tel: 214667791,
www.casino-estoril.pt

Cineplace

Cinemas NOS -

'Rebekah All Night Long'
world concert comes to Gare
Club, Porto on 3 November.
www.gareporto.com
Cao Bei returns to the
limelight on 30 October at
9.30pm in the Teatro Tivoli
BBVA singing in the concert
'Fado without Borders'. Tickets
€8 to €20. For information visit
www.teatrotivolibbva.pt/en/
event/191/cao-bei

Portimão: 282 411 888
/ Olhão: 289 703 332 /
Lagos: 282 799 138 /
Sines: 269 633 510.

Guia: 289 561 073 /
Portimão: 282 070
101 / Leiria: 244 826 516 / Loures:
210 110 677 / Riosul: 210 114 352 /
Parque Atlantico: 296 629 514 /
Covilhã: 275 334 731 / Viana do
Castelo: 258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

November.
www.vodafonemexefest.com

Annual Technology
Conference.
Tickets now available from
www.websummit.com

NOTE

Super Bock em Stock
Festival will fill the Avenida
da Liberdade, Lisbon with the
best music on 23 and 24

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing.
This page is primarily for cultural, sports, charity and free events or those staged by a club or society.
Please send your events to events@theportugalnews.com by midday on Monday before publication.

Events
made or bought for profit
please. Stallholders charged
€2 for each table space, x
multiples of €2, or €4 for vans
(i.e. Transit size) and are
permitted to enter and set up
their tables from 7.30—9am
with the sale then being open
to the public from 9am.
Market in Quarteira,
every Wed. at Fonte Santa
from 9am until 2.30pm.
www.goldentriangleuncovered.com
Lagoa Bio Market - Last
Saturday of the month at
Praça da República, Lagoa.
8:30am-2pm. Organic produce,
nutrition, arts and crafts,
education, fitness and wellbeing, showcooking and much
more. www.cm-lagoa.pt
Local Arts and Crafts
expo
expo. Artes@Spa, at Caldas
de Monchique, locally
produced high quality unique
items, ideal gifts or souvenirs.
Glass, ceramics, jewellery,
wooden puzzles, textiles,
leather, original art, print and
cards. Open daily from10am
until 6pm In main Square. Opp
restaurante 1692.

MUSIC
JJJohns
Dinner-Dance
Show Afternoon plus a 3
course Sunday Roast €13.
4 November
November, 2pm to 6pm at
Restaurant A Cegonha, N395
Camping Albufeira. For
resrevations: 914900031 or
282442621.
The New Orleans Jazz
Band - Tivoli Hotel, Lagos
every Mon
Mon. Free. New
Orleans Jazz concert with The
Dixie Kings from 8.30pm. open
to all. Info:
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com
Fado singer Katia
Guerreiro & OCS. Will
perform on 31 October at
Auditório da Culturgest from
9pm. Tickets: €10 to €20.
Information: 217 905 455.
www.ocs.pt or facebook.com/
orquestraclassicasul
O'Navegador
Restaurant
Alvor, New Orleans Jazz
Band concert every Sun.
from 8pm - For reservations
call 282 412 375 or 962 541
124, info:
www.neworleansjazz
algarve.com/index.html
Misty Fest 2018 (30
30
October to 25 November)
- Avishai Cohen Trio comes to
Loulé, Cine Teatro on 25
November. For a full
programme visit. www.mistyfest.com
Tavira Pop Choir - Fonte
do Bispo. A fun and enjoyable
Pop Choir, Sun. at 2pm-4pm.
Please contact Gillian Tel. 966
006 436.
Música E Natureza - Two
Centuries of French Music. on
27 October at Auditório
Municipal Lagoa from 9.30pm.
Information: 282 380 452.
www.ocs.pt or facebook.com/
orquestraclassicasul
Under the Radar Festival.
two days of Rock, Blues and
Surf music with bands from all
over Europe. Situated near
the Atlantic Ocean in Vale da
Telha, Aljezur 26 & 27

October from 2pm until
midnight. Tickets and
information from
www.undertheradar.pt/ or
www.facebook.com/events/
2119760244956705/
Bob Wayne & the Outlaw
Carnies are back again!
appearing at the top Algarve
rock venue Bafo de Baco, Rua
Afonso de Albuquerque, Loulé
ober from 8pm
on 28 Oct
October
until 11.30pm.
www.facebook.com/events/
902331276630171/

SOCIAL
Duplicate Bridge Come
and join us in a friendly
informal atmosphere. All levels
and nationalities welcome.
Wed & Fri afternoons at Vale
d‘El Rei Hotel. Please contact
911 561 224 or 282 358 885.
Chess Club All Levels in
eastern Algarve. For details.
chessalgarve@mail.com
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve's
leading Social Club for expats
ly for dinners /
meets month
monthly
lunches and social events. For
more information email
info@casasocial.club or
telephone 282495475.
www.casasocial.club
Ladies Lunch Bunch Arts
& Crafts Fair 30 October,
11am - 5pm at Forteleza
Restaurant, Praia de Luz.
Locally created artisan
products and Fashion. Monies
made to support local
bombeiros, Nandi, Soup
kitchen and Riding for the
disabled. For more information
please contact 911513561.
Coro dos Amigos do
Museu
Museu. We are an
international four-voice choir
based in São Brás de Alportel.
We sing sacred and secular
music from medieval to 21st
century, with concerts several
times per year. We rehearse
on Thurs from 6.30pm. Ability
to read music is an advantage,
but not essential. If you think
you would like to join us,
please contact David on
289489374 or
david51.littlewood@gmail.com
Lagos Zoo has now joined
the 'Book Crossing'
network. This consists of
reading a book, then leaving
it in a public place so that
another can find, read and
re-leave. When visiting please
feel free to leave your book!
Tel: 282680100. email:
geral@zoolagos.com
www.zoolagos.com``
Duplicate Bridge, Come
along to our friendly
International club on Tues
afternoons, 1.45 pm for a 2 pm
start. At the Aroma di Mar
Restaurant in Olhos de Água.
For further details call Mary
Moore: 289 416 199.
Halloween Dinner at
Zoomarine on 31 October at
7pm. €45 per person.
information: www.zoomarine.pt
Duplicate Bridge, come
and join our friendly
international club. Thurs. 3pm
start at Restaurante Solar da
Poeta in Almancil. Or Fri. 2pm
start at Museu do Trajo in Sâo
Bras de Alportel. For pre-

registration and information
call Frank Spelbos at 937 802
110 or email to
spelbos@sapo.pt
The East Algarve
International choir sings
traditional songs from all over
the world! We are looking for
an enthusiastic musical leader
and welcome new members:
Experienced musicians, Male
and female voices, (with or
without experience).
Rehearsals every Thursday in
Luz de Tavira, feel free to
contact: Rineke Hofman East
Algarve International Shanty
Choir +351 926 684 061..
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com
www.eaisc.eu
Fun Day Halloween - The
Portimão Arena will become a
megapark for youngsters on
27 and 28 October
October, from
10am until 7pm. Tickets €13 €19. www.funday.pt
Painting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,
oils or acrylics - Beginners
onwards, individual tuition on
Wed at Mesquite near São
Brás from 10.30am to
12.30pm, 2.30pm to 4.30pm.
Tel. Terry Reed, tel:
289845561.
afpop East Algarve
Lunch at Pimenta and Pasta
Restaurante in Almancil on 28
October from 12.30pm
onwards. €25 members / €28
non-members. Welcome Drink,
Lunch, Wine, Beer, Water,
Coffee. Bookings with Linda
Cree, Area Event Organiser
East Algarve, email:
eastalgarve@afpop.com
Bridge; Friendly social
game Tuesdays & Fridays
1:15pm Marina Club Suite
Hotel Lagos. Just tip up or call
963977642 — partner not
necessary
Meet peo
ple and make
people
friends. Learn to play bridge.
Contact the Vale del Rei
Bridge group. Beginners
sessions starting in January.
968457888.
Duplicat
e Bridge, Come
Duplicate
and join us. Friendly Club, All
nationalities and levels
welcome. Every Mon &
Thurs at the Cristal Hotel,
Carvoeiro, 1.45pm for 2pm.
Tel: 282 357 953 or 282 357
657.
Duplicate Bridge at Lagoa
Hotel on the EN 125 in Lagoa,
next door to O Casarão
Restaurant Thurs 1:45pm. €5
including refreshments. No
joining fee. All welcome.
282352022 / 969174130.
Friendship group, Os
Amigos, meets on the third
Tues. of each month, for
walks, lunch, and other
activities. For details contact
lindabell@cogb.com
Algarve History
Association Talk - Peter
Kingdon Booker will discuss
the controversial topic: Was
Salazar a Fascist? On 30
October at 6pm in the
Municipal Library Lagoa.
www.algarvehistoryassociation.com
Barbers
hop Chorus
Barbershop
"Bella a Cappella" Do you
like singing close harmony? If

Please be aware that for ALL afpop events, bookings must be made with the Area Event Organiser.
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you are interested, come and
listen to Bella a Cappella, a
Barbershop choir singing in the
Casa da Misericórdia, Rua
Gabriël Mendonça,
Moncarapacho. We rehearse
every Tues. at 7.30pm. To
find out more, go to our
website,
www.bellaacappella.net
Dra
wing the Nude in
Drawing
Olhão - Beginners and artists
Thurs,
meet in Olhão everyThurs,
morning. New students are
very welcome and guidance is
given if required. Contact
jill.stott@gmail.com for more
information regarding drawing
or modelling.
afpop East Algarve
Coffee and Chat Morning
- Pedras da Rainha Club
House on 31 October at
10.30am. Why not come along
and meet other members? It
doesn’t matter if you dont
know anyone, everyone is
very friendly and there will
always be someone to
welcome you and introduce
you to others. At the time of
this newspaper going to press,
plans for a speaker aren’t
known. For more information
about the Coffee & Chat
mornings contact: Sherry 916
913 612 or
slosantaclara@gmail.com
I V International Poetry
Festival - Poetry on the Ria
aboard the Bon Sucesso
Boat. 28 October. Free
Admission upon enrolment.
Call 289 700 159. cm-olhao.pt

SPORT
Hpz Ricoh Tavira Tennis
Open at the Tavira Tennis
Complex until 28 October.
Free Entry.
www.taviratennisopen.com
W alking Football for those
over 50 year-of-age who want
to enjoy the beautiful game
but at a more leisurely pace.
Mon. 4G Astro pitch
adjoining the Eduardo
Mansinho Sports Hall,
Avenida Zeca Afonso, Tavira
Tues. Over 60s ONLY
Astro-turf pitch adjoining the
José Arcanjo Stadium, Olhão
(behind McDonalds on the
EN125) Thurs. Astro-turf pitch
adjoining the José Arcanjo
Stadium, Olhão (behind
McDonalds on the EN125) All
sessions run from 9.30 to
11.30am and cost 3 euros.
For further information:
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk
Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Caterina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Tel: 963997582.
European Le Mans Series
at the Autódromo Internacional
do Algarve until 28
October. Tickets from
autodromodoalgarve.com
Crown Green at Alvor
bowling club every Fri. at
10am, bowls available free of
charge. For more info please
contact Peter or Janette Tel;966169747 or 965700536 .
afpop - Badminton in
Silves. every Thurs.
Thurs This is
a regular Thursday evening
slot booked for Badminton
players at the pavilion of the
Escola EB 2,3 Dr. Garcia
Domingues in Silves between
8pm and 10pm. Badminton

Zoomarine Tickets Winner: - Timothy Jones, Faro
players will need to bring their
own racquets and pay a small
fee to cover costs. More
information contact Sue on
suesharman9@gmail.com or
call 910 108 730.
Vale de Milho Golf Club
members meet at 9 am on
Tues. and Fri. for golf
competitions. It is a friendly
club and visitors are welcome.
For more information contact
Hazel Hopps 282 358 022.
Balaia Bowls Club, Olhos
de Agua, Albufeira - roll-ups
on Tuesdays and Fridays at
09:45am. Tuition available if
required. Please telephone Jill
on 935701155.
A lvor Bowls Club
Club, Montes
de Alvor, 8500-070. Everyone
is welcome to come and join
us for our roll-ups every
Wed. and Sun. at 10am.
Please check our website for
full details.
www.alvorlawnbowls.com or
call 282 490 280.
Walking Football begins
again at Boavista Spa on the
N125 between Lagos and
Luz. Every Wed. 9:30am 11:30am. Everyone over 50
welcome. Contact:
brian.efoster@yahoo.co.uk
Walking football at
Browns in Vilamoura. Tues.
& Thur: at 9:30am. Come try
it out! Contact info@brownsclub.com or 289 322 740.
Walking Football for the
50+ - Every Thur
Thur. 9.30am 11am, at José Arcanjo
Stadium, Olhão (behind
McDonalds EN125) Fitness,
fun & friendship. Only €3 /
session. Contact: 916504903.
Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - Almancil, now open
five days per week. Come and
join us for our roll-ups on
Mon, Wed, Thur, Fri &
Sun from 10am. Tuition is
available if new to the game,
holiday makers are welcome.
Call Jen on 282 332 628 or
937 264 287.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly
weekly. Call
289 413 854 or 918 806 044 .
Follow us on Facebook & visit
www.algarvehhh.org
West Coast Raid - Six day
cycling tour of Portugal's West
Coast. From 30 October
until 4 November. The
Campus, Quinta do Lago.
www.evensi.pt/west-coastraid-wwwquintadolago/
269017900
Touch Rugb y - Mon. &
Weds
Weds, 8pm - 10pm, Estádio

Capitão Josino da Costa, next
to the EN125, Lagoa. Enjoy
running with and passing a
rugby ball without the tackling
of the traditional format. An
inclusive sport with women
and men playing together,
and ages currently ranging
from 14-years-old to 64.
Participation is free. For
further details contact Simon
Wilkinson, email:
wilks89@hotmail.com; tel: 282
912 280 or 924 220 173.

THEATRE & DANCE
Masha e o Urso (Masha
and the Bear.) Live at
teatro das Figuras de Faro on
27 October 11am and 3pm.
www.teatrodasfiguras.pt/pt/
agenda/51747/masha-e-ourso.aspx
Dance Camp for kids aged
7 to 16 at The Campus,
Quinta do Lago, will run from
29 October until
1 November. To book your
place and find information
visit: www.quintadolago.com

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Scottish Country Dancing
- Monday 7.30pm to 9.30pm
in The Nobel International
School Algarve on the EN125
Lagoa. Please contact
Mardie Cunningham on
282356029 or e-mail
rosevale45@gmail.com
Musical Instrument
Classes - Guitar, Ukulele,
Keyboards, Mandolin, Banjo,
etc. Beginners lessons
available: Tues. to Fri.
Intermediate players can join
our Show Band. Almancil
centre. 919 968 768.
Latin American and
Ballroom Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor Community
Centre, Wed 7pm - 8.30pm
Carvoeiro Clube de Tenis.
Classes for beginners,
improvers and intermediate
levels. For class times please
contact Caroline on
961916821 /
strictlydancingcarvoeiro
@hotmail.com
First Aid for Dogs
Workshop - Hello Bello Dog
Care Centre are organising
two workshops with guest
speaker Sasquia Phillips (vet
nurse). Taking place in Silves
on 17 November from 2pm
to 4.30pm. Price €30.
To book your place call Marga
Otten +351 961 816 714.
https://b-m.facebook.com/
Hello-Bello-Dogcare-Algarve889382794572301/
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Charities

Announcements
CC DEPRESSED/
BIPOLAR Friendly
Support Meetings, 1st
Monday of the Month
6:30pm, upstairs Casa
Inglesa, Portimão.
914878927.
CC PROBLEMS WITH
ALCOHOL? There is a
solution! Alcoholics
Anonymous. Find the
nearest meeting, ask for
help or assistance call:
919 005 590.
www.aaportugal.org

Auctions

NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 3 November 2018
10.00am onwards
Approx. 500 lots.
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment
Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

Business
Opportunities
LISBON CITY Centre
Guesthouse business for
sale. Licence for 49 beds,
room for expansion to
64 beds, fully equipped.
Well rated on-line with
proven sales and future
reservations. New 15 year
rental contract.
info@diamond.properties
For sale by owner no
agencies, possible swap
trade for farm in Algarve.
TPN/TO/23275273

Caravans &
Motor Homes
WANTED CARAVAN
cash waiting, please call
966706140 or email:
bisnagas2002@sapo.pt

CC ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE Mãos de
Ajuda Helping Hands
Charity Shop, 13A Avenida
Dr. Eduardo Mansinho,
Tavira. 100 metres from
Porta Nova Post Office.
Open Monday, Wednesday, Saturday 10am to
1pm. Help us to Help
others in the Tavira Area.
963558138.
TPN/TO/25352356

CC - SUPPORT FOR
FAMILIES in the Algarve
receives white & electrical
goods, furniture, baby
equipment, children’s
clothes, bedding, towels
etc.. for families in need, in
Guia and surrounding
areas. Funds raised pay for
spectacles and dental
treatment for needy
children. To donate or to
discuss concerns about a
needy family contact Su
Davis 932307548,
su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook: Support for
families in the Algarve.
TPN/TO/88724313

CC THE NANDI CHARITY
Shop Winter clothing in
store as from 22/10/2018.
Furniture can be collected
within 30k Lagos. Tel
912741857.
TPN/TO/97275627

CC CADELA CARLOTA
shop in Lagos open
Monday till Friday 10.0013.00 /15.00-17.00hrs.
Almadena: Monday till
Friday 10.00-16.00 hrs
Saturday 10.00 -13.00hrs.
You are always welcome
to donate and to purchase.
We always need extra
hands in our shops.
CC WEEKLY BOOK
SALE. Come along to our
Book Sale every Friday
from 10.00 to 12 noon at
Monte da Palhagueira
Nursing Home & Retirement Village Hall, Gorjões.
All proceeds go to The
Boys Home Faro. Tel:
289990901.
CC APAA CHARITY
SHOPS - Dunas do Alvor:
Tues to Sat 10.30am 2pm. Cerro Grande,
Albufeira: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias
Garcia, 20, Silves: Mon to
Sat 10am - 2pm. Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com

TPN/TO/82841588

CC
CC stands for Community Care and these ads are
provided free of charge by The Portugal News
to help the various charities involved.
These advertisements must be renewed at the
end of the year at which time they must contact
copy@theportugalnews.com for renewal.

Classifieds
CC THE DONKEY
SANCTUARY needs all
your unwanted items for
our shops in Ferragudo,
Carvoeiro and Lagoa .
Larger items i.e. furniture
can be collected. The shop
funds allow us to feed our
many mouths at the
Sanctuary. We always
need extra hands at our
shops so if y ou can spare
3-4 hours a week give us a
call. Chris 966033127.
CC THE ANGLICAN
CHURCH of St Vincent’s
Chaplaincy at Praia da Luz
is looking for someone, not
necessarily a churchgoer,
who could play for congregational hymns at Sunday
morning services on a
voluntary basis. The idea is
to build up a ‘piano pool’ of
people who could play
occasionally, by arrangement, when needed. For
more details please
contact Choir Director
Sandra Reynolds, Email:
pet.alex@sapo.pt.
CC MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇÃO provides
home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients
and their loved ones free of
charge. Your donations of
household items or clothes
would be very welcome.
Volunteers are required for
our retail shops, delivery
service, Centre support
and very importantly fund
raising. If you can help with
any of the above please
call us 282 761 375 or visit
our shops on Rua Direita
No100, Praia da Luz.
CC A.A.G. CHARITY
Shop Guia. We are
situated in the Main Street,
opposite the Football Club
Snack bar and close to
Credito Agricola Bank.
Opening hours Monday till
Friday 10am until 5.45pm,
Saturday 10am till 2pm.
Closed Sundays. Animal
charity feeding street
animals. Patron Bonnie
Tyler.
CC THE GOODWILL
CHARITY. R.Direita 5,
Ed. Portus Magnus,
Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693
10am-2pm. Clothes, bric a
brac and furniture in
saleable cond., large items
collected.
CC PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come
& help us make sandwiches & serve food to
hungry but appreciative
people. For more info call
Joy 917 358 098.
CC SECOND CHANCE
charity shop at Largo Das
Ferreiras(on roundabout),
Ferreiras, Albufeira. Open

Tuesday to Friday 10am to
4pm. Saturday 10am to
1pm. Supporting people in
need, also Bombeiros,
Soup kitchens, Riding for
the disabled, AHSA day
care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917707808.
CC ASMAA CHARITY &
UP-Cycling Hub. Volunteers are now needed for
our shop. Mon – Fri from
11.30am to 6pm, Sat.
11.30am to 2pm. Tel 969
320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org
Rua J. Pereira Sampaio
Bruno, Nº 53. Portimão
(Behind Bombeiros).

Chimney Sweep

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

Fogo Montanha and freestanding
fires. On site expert quotation
Supply, install, service
& sweeps
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
Geoff Waller 289 489 958 or
967 721 209

CHIMNEY SWEEP
SWEEP, for
a quick dust free cleaning
of your chimney using the
new power sweep
system Tel 282330640/
934927944.
TPN/TB/69134277

LEARN PORTUGUESE
easily: accredited courses
(with focus on speaking)
starting soon.
Beginners: 12 and
19 November.
Advanced: 19 November.
Centro de Línguas de
Lagos. Call 282761070.
Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.

Love Portugal
and want to
know it better?

Read all about it’s
people and recent
history in Jenny
Grainer’s book
‘PORTUGAL & THE ALGARVE
NOW AND THEN.’
You will be surprised, amused
and sometimes shocked but you
will love it. Buy a signed copy
directly from the author on:
jennygrainer@sapo.pt. Kindle and
paperback version available from
Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk
On sale also at The Portugal
News office in Lagoa.

GAMES ROOM
Equipment (pool tables,
snooker, football, air
hockey etc). Anything you
need call : 966 006 666.
<TPN/TB/33649815

TPN/TB/46326124

FRENCH TEACHERS We
are looking for volunteer
French Teachers in Albufeira
and Olhos de Agua to teach
French to children and
adults as part of President
Macron’s initiative to expand
the French language. Please
contact fashspan@gmail.com
or 963 770732.

Furniture

Entertainment &
Leisure

Health & Beauty

CISCOS BAR and Grill
Alfontes (nr Boliqueime),
Sat 27 Oct, 7pm to 11pm,
All musical styles
welcome.

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed Improvement
or your money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.
TPN/TO/61649579

Heating and
Cooling

Education
CLASSICAL GUITAR
Lessons. English speaking
Teacher based in Lagos.
ABRSM certified. One to
one lessons for children,
adults and seniors. €20 p/h.
References available.
962690582.

For Sale Private

JJJOHNS
DINNER-DANCE Show
Afternoon at Restaurant A
Cegonha N395 Camping
Albufeira Sunday 4
November from 2pm to
6pm. 3 course Sunday
Roast €13 pp excl.
drinks. On stage CountrySinger JJJohns with
good ol’ country songs,
country duets with special
guest sweetheart of the
rodeo Suzanna Wilson
who also sings 60's &
70's Mary Buckingham
will teach Y’all some new
Line-Dances.
Reservations: 914900031
or 282442621.

EQUATION ELECTRIC
Radiators Digital,
Programmable Wall
mounted. As new.
1 x 1500w, 2 x 1250w,
4 x 1000w, Cost new 1500
euros. Will accept 500
euros for all 7.
Tel. 916817839.
TPN/TO/11731447

Home
Improvements

TPN/TO/83561143

LEARN PORTUGUESE
at home - Qualified
Teacher, Portuguese,
15 years teaching Brits to
speak Portuguese from the
UK and online. Reviews
and referees available.
E-mail Vanessa at
learn.portuguese.home@
gmail.com

ALGARVE WEEKEND
WALKERS. Join us for
professionally guided
walks through the lovely
Algarve countryside. 28
October, Tavira. 10.30am
start, €5 donation. Contact
algarveweekendwalkers
@gmail.com

TPN/TO/95674523

TPN/TO/81124448

TPN/PA/95121486

ART FOR
Your Home
New series of paintings
in unique technique
(charcoal and acrylics).
Please contact Irina
Rickas: 915 820 710,
www.artrickas.com
TPN/PA/49576714

Classifieds
Jobs Offered

Personal

ENTHUSIASTIC,
PRACTICALLYMINDED, reliable
apprentice motorboat
technician required.
Vilamoura Marina. Full
training for right candidate.
Tel: 912511172.

SINCERE
GENTLEMAN
with a good sense of
humour,wishes to meet
Lady in her 50s, social
basis to a serious
relationship.
Lagos area or easy
commute from Lagos.
933622366.

TPN/TB/65346835

SALES ADVISOR
required to provide high
class customer service
for our online and retail
company. You need to be
self motivated and enjoy
learning. Portuguese and
English speaking
essential, French a plus.
Full training provided.
Call 967870700.
www.linen-etc.com

TPN/TB/65716649

LISBON AREA. Blonde
girl, blue eyes seeks fun
and sporty man. Animal
lover, to practice sports as
a friend. 963034696.
TPN/TO/64168919

Pets

TPN/TB/19591732

REAL ESTATE Broker
M/F ERA Vila Real de
Santo António is
expanding! We are
recruiting the best! Join
our TEAM!
talento.era@vrsa.pt
T:281543377.

LONG TERM rental
in Vilamoura. Lovely
2 bedroom south facing
beautiful apartment with
pool. €950 plus bills. Email:
info@silverholidays.com
Tel: 289 314 312.
LONG TERM rental
Penina Golf. Alvor. Suit
Retired Couple. Luxury
immaculate fully furnished
spacious 1st floor 2 bed
apartment. Lounge/diner,
shower room, fitted kitchen,
washing machine,
dishwasher, aircon hot &
cold, large sunny balconies,
locked storage, own parking.
Low running costs. Quiet
location. Close all amenities, golf, beaches, shopping. 600 euros pm plus
bills. Private. 918594223.
TPN/TO/85714846

ALPORCHINHOS/
PORCHES
Beautiful 2 Bed
Apartment with spacious
terraces, 100m to beach,
pelett-heating, completed
renovated with tennis
courts and indoor pool.
Winter letting €680 /
month + Exp.
Tel. 924303321.
TPN/TB/17181842

TPN/TB/91381663

Kitchen
Renovations
George & Son
Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.
Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to us!
We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

BEFORE

AFTER

Property for Rent
LONG TERM rental
available in Vilamoura.
Immaculate 4 bedroom
townhouse on small
complex. €2900 per month
plus bills. Email:
info@silverholidays.com
Tel: 289 314 312.
LONG TERM rental
available in Vilamoura.
Well located 3 bedroom
townhouse with private
pool. €2650 per month
plus bills Email:
info@silverholidays.com
Tel: 289 314 312.
LOOKING FOR house
long term rent 1- 3 years.
Area Lagos to Salema. Start
date anytime between now
and April. Small family with
children in International
School. Furnished or
unfurnished. 3 bedrooms,
garden, fireplace. Must
allow well behaved dogs.
Tel: 916 420 743.
jnpowell72@gmail.com
TPN/TO/14592659

LONG TERM rental
available in Vilamoura.
Beautiful 3 bedroom
apartment Golf front with
pool. 1 year rental €1150
per month plus bills. Email:
info@silverholidays.com
Tel: 289 314 312.

LONG TERM rental
available in Vilamoura.
Charming 1 bedroom
apartment with communal
pool. €1050 per month
plus bills. Email:
info@silverholidays.com
Tel: 289 314 312.

Property for Sale
ALMANCIL 4 bed villa
with pool and garage.
Coastal view but close to
all. Bargain price of
€550,000. Tel: 915148574.
RESTAURANT/BAR
For Sale In Cascais.
Superb Opportunity to
purchase (long lease) a
restaurant/Bar on three
levels in a prime location
in the centre of Cascais
on the main pedestrian
tourist street, roof top
terrace with views over
the Bay of Cascais and
Town, 72 seats, fully
equipped kitchen and
everything included to
start immediately, Music
licence and 2am drinks
licence. Ready to go.
Please call for more
information, all
documents can be
provided €120,000 o.n.o
919 312 966 or
0044 7557 144721.
nickrht@hotmail.com

GUESTHOUSE
GUESTHOUSE,
7 ensuite rooms, pool,
land and ruin for
expansion. Contract with
British walking company.
Sale for retirement.
Marvão, Alentejo
245964814.
pomarv@gmail.com
TPN/TB/58989356

PLOT OF land 10,000m2
with a cabin 2 bedrooms,
livingroom, kitchen and
bathroom. Great potential
to renovate. One of the
best views in Querença.
Price 40,000 Euros. Ready
to move in at anytime.
964050870.
TPN/TO/71714372
TPN/TO/47557111

PLOT FOR sale, 500 m2,
water and electricity, good
access, 2 to 3 km to two
beaches. Walking distance
to Golf Resort Parque da
Floresta, perfectly for
mobile homes or like. PPI
Agency, Tel. 282698621.
TPN/TO/94315689

OPPORTUNITY HILLSIDE
above Almancil with great
coastal views. Large quality
4 bed villa with pool in
mature gardens. 6 Car
garage and separate
apartment. Private but not
isolated. Priced to sell at
€1,695,000
hotalgarve@gmail.com or
914574199.
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ALMANCIL PLOT Vale de
Èguas. 2200m2 plot with
300m2 build allowance.
Flat land with Orange trees.
Mains services and
borehole. Good residential
neighbourhood in country
setting. Community tennis
court shared. Opportunity at
€185,000
hotalgarve@gmail.com or
914574199.
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WOODENTOPS
PROPERTY Services.
All qualified building
trades undertaken.
We specialise repairs
refurbishment, bringing
in new technology to
compliment the existing
character. Established
over 40 years, with Anglo,
Scandinavian and
Portuguese roots. Call
Martin 910227941. Email
theworkshop@sapo.pt
thewoodentopscarpentry.com
TPN/TB/96549463

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.algarve-propertysearch.com

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

Property Services
& Building
RECENTLY RETIRED
couple from Switzerland
now in the Algarve region
offering services in
maintenance, housekeeping
and customer check-in for
condominium villas or
small hotels.
TM. 912318661.

COUPLE RECEMENT
retraité de la Suisse
cherche dans la region de
l’Algarve, occupation pour
effectuer des services
techniques de manutention
en copropriete-villaslogement ou petite hotel
inclusif les services de
gouvernante e check-in de
clients. TM. 912318661.
TPN/TO/31228742

eportu
www.th
TPN/TB/68473824

galnews

.com

LEAKING ROOFS &
Terraces Problems
solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402.

TPN/TB/32682954
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BUILDING
WORKS

Classifieds
Places of Worship

Removals &
Storage

Transfers

All types and sizes
carried out to a very
high standard.
27 years experience
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com
PRO QUINTA - Algarve
Property Services. We
provide all management,
maintenance and
administrative services
any client could need.
Professional, personal and
bi-lingual team. Please
call 916287054 or email
info@proquinta.com
www.proquinta.com

Satellite
TV, HI-FI, Satellite repairs,
Tavira area. Experienced
engineer. Tel: 964 721 714.
www.trevortronix.com
TPN/TO/74398531

Place your advert
online and receive
10% DISCOUNT

TPN/TO/28918357

Phoenix Transport.
UK/Portugal/UK.
Local & International
and Silver Coast.
Door-to-door service.
Removals & Storage.
Also transport
cats & dogs.
over 20 years Algarve.
Call 967 225 357 or
UK 0044 755340 3428
& 0044 748 626 5345
valalvor@yahoo.co.uk

Services offered
NICK ‘MAN with Van’
house clearances,
furniture bought and sold
934491320.
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/22119293

BRITISH PLUMBER.
40 years experience. No
job too small. William
937722988, or
00447900081515.
TPN/TO/48989861

HANDY MAN, Hourly/
Price rate. No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist (Domestic only)
Central Algarve.
Call 933 991 967.

Vehicles
WE BUY any car
running or not, end-of-life
certificates issued. Wide
selection of used car parts
927716188.
AlgarveAutoSpares.pt
TPN/TO/23294693

WE BUY cars Algarve
all types of vehicles
considered. We buy
PT GB Dutch German
French. We buy damaged
and non runners. Call
David PT 911136377
UK +447984932876.

TPN/TO/22715476

2007 FORD Fiesta 1.2
Zetec, pt plate, 100km,
silver, a/c, alloy wheels,
3750 Euros. Call
915367826 or
07984932876.
TPN/TO/61338872

2003 VOLVO c70 2.0
convertible, pt plate, RHD,
auto, silver, leather trim,
3600 Euros. Call
915367826 or
07984932876
TPN/TO/63195652
TPN/TB/98419894

LAND ROVER
Freelander TD4. LHD
Portuguese Registered.
MY03 British Racing
Green Pearlescent,
Automatic Top Spec.
Leather Seats Sat Nav.
6 CD Auto-changer.
Inspection until July
2019. Service History.
5 Good Tyres. €7500 ono.
Tel 914492108.
TPN/TB/88146151

LUNAR ROADSTAR
Motorhome, 2.8 JTD Fiat
Ducato engine. Portuguese
Registration, RHD, 2005
6 Berth. (4 seatbelts). Good
condition and running
order. 1 owner from new.
44000 Miles. Strengthened
Chassis. Cycle rack. Dual
Gas and electric Oven.
Fridge. Heating. Awning
Gas BBQ. €22000 ono
call 939669753.
TPN/TO/43166581

Lisbon
ST GEORGE'S CHURCH; LISBON (Church of England). Av. S.Jorge
6 (north of Estrela Gardens). Service
11:30am every Sunday. 211 306 293.
British Cemetery open weekdays
10am-1pm
ST
PAUL’S
CHURCH,
ESTORIL (Church of England). Av.
Bombeiros Voluntários 59 (behind
Hotel Sana Estoril). Sunday School.
Service 9.30 am every Sunday. 211
306 293.
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND
(PRESBYTERIAN)
Rua Arriaga, 13, Lisbon: Sun. 11.am.
Bi-lingual Sunday school & creche is
available. Minister's 218 043 410,
www.standrewslisbon.com
THE SALVATION ARMY, Lisbon. Reboleira Corps (Praceta Almada
Negreiro, Lote 213 Loja Dt do Exército 11
A); Chelas Corps (Rua Rui de Sousa,
Lote 65 A loja C); Laranjeiras Corps (Bairro
de Laranjeiras). Lisbon (21 805708).
GRACE
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
CHURCH,
Cascais. English speaking church,
Cascais. www.lisbongrace.com
LISBON
SYNAGOGUE:
R.
Alexandre Herculano Nº 59. Tel: 213
931 130 celesboa@mail.telepac.pt
LISBON - SYNAGOGUE OHEL
JACOB Shabat services. Call 217975283
IGREJA BAPTISTA de Queijas
(close to Cascais) Rua Carlos Santos
8B, Queijas Near the Olympic Stadium off the A5. 214172087. Sun:
English 10:15.
RIVERSIDE
INTERNATIONAL
CHURCH A Contemporary, caring,
Christian Church in Cascais, Galerias
O Navegador, Av. 25 de Abril, Piso-1.
We offer children and youth ministries
and simultaneous translation into Portuguese. Riverside has congregations
in Cascais, Porto, Coimbra, Sarilhos
Grandes
and
Feijó.
www.riversideintchurch.com
riversideintchurch@gmail.com
KINGDOM
HALL
OF
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES. All
Welcome, no collections. Rua Penha
da França, Lisbon Fri 7.30pm Sun
6pm Tel: 213 421 604. Rua João de
Deus, Sintra Tues 8.15pm Sun 11am
Tel: 219 243 316 Av Comunidades
Europeias 342, Cascais Wed
8.00pm Sun 2.15pm Tel: 214 831 060
Praça da República, Bombarral,
Obidos Wed 8.15pm, Sat 5.30pm.
Setúbal Wed 7.30pm, Sat 5pm.
www.jw.org

Oporto
GREATER GRACE INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP
FELLOWSHIP, contemporary Christian gatherings on Sun afternoons at 3rd Baptist Church, R.
Estação 133, & Sat evenings, 1st
floor, Confeitaria Palácio (across the
“Emergency” entrance of Hospital Stº
António); www. NovaAurora.com,
220 994 785 or send an SMS to
917112736.
RIVERSIDE
PORTO
INTERNATIONAL CHURCH English language church Sun, 5pm, at R. Gonçalo
Sampaio, 361, (nr Boavista roundabout) and on 3rd Sun every month at
Valença do Minho. Tel: 916 440 795.
contact@riversideporto.com
/
www.riversideporto.com
ST.
JAMES’S
CHURCH,
Anglican Chaplaincy of Oporto.. Largo
da Maternidade, Júlio Dinis. Sun.
11am Details from Chaplain 226 091
006. www.stjamesoporto.org
THE
SALVATION
ARMY
OPORTO Pereiro Corps (Av. Vasco
da Gama, 675-2 E Ramalde), Service
10am, Salvation Meeting 5pm.
Coloras Corps. (Av. dos Bom-beiros
Voluntários) Sun 10am. Thu 4pm Ladies Home League Meeting.
KINGDOM
HALL
OF
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES. All
Welcome, no collections. Jardim
Arnaldo Gama, Porto. Wed 7.30pm Sat
8.15pm www.jw.org

The Algarve
JEWISH
COMMUNITY
OF
SOUTH
PORTUGAL
Shabbat
services. Call 922206333.
ALL
SAINTS
ANGLICAN

CHURCH, Al
GARVE Holy ComAlGARVE
munion every Sunday. Almancil
10.30am Almancil Community Centre (ASCA). Lagoa 11am at Lagoa
Convent
Chapel.
282380311
www.allsaintsalgarve.org
ST
VINCENT’S
ANGLICAN
CHURCH C of E. Sun: 9.30am Igreja
das Pereiras, EN125 between Quatro
Estradas & Almancil; 11.30am St
Luke’s, Gorjões; 8.00am & 11.30am
Igreja N Sra da Luz, Praia da Luz, nr
Lagos. Visitors are especially welcome. 282 789 660 & 289 366 720
www.stvincentsalgarve.org
INTERNATIONAL
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP of Portimão Sun
11am. The Bridge” (A Ponte), Cedipraia
Shopping Centre no. 23 / 282 042 836 /
917 358 098 www.icf-portimao.org
INTERNATIONAL
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY
LAGOS
LAGOS.
Newfrontiers. Sunday service in English 10.30am. Madness Restaurant,
Lagos Marina, Lagos. Tel. 910640927
www.icc-lagos.org
INT. EVANGELICAL CHURCH
OF THE ALGARVE Vale Judeu at
10.30, just off the EN125 - third left
after Vilamoura entrance in direction
of Faro iec-algrave.com. 289328635.
LAGOA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
SHIP, English Speaking Calvary chapel
of the Algarve, Sun 11am for
comtempory worship and Christ
centered Bible study. Rua Doutor Basilio
Teles 32, Lagoa. Pastor Jon Martin: 960
159 007 www.lagoafellowship.org
TAVIRA CHRISTIAN CENTRE
welcomes all in the name of Jesus.
We meet on Sundays @ 10:30 aiming
to worship in Spirit and Truth. Find us:
EN125 sail roundabout/Sta.Margarita
exit/400 meters/house on right corner.
tavirachristiancentre.wordpress.com.
Facebook; Phone Else 912467792 or
Beth 966807604.
SALVATION ARMY Service Sundays at 10am in Portuguese. Bible
studies for children, adolescents and
adults in Portuguese starting at 9.30
until 10.30. Rua 25 de Abril, nr. 19, S.
Brás Alportel.
ALL NATIONS
NATIONS, Todas as Nações,
All welcome, contempory worship
service and children’s club. Carvoeiro
Tennis Club, Mato Serrão Carvoeiro.
Sundays 10.30am-12.00pm, Stephen
and Elaine 965 360 708
THE
LIVING
HOPE
Baptist
Church, Albufeira. Sun 4pm. Pastor
Mark Pereira, Mob. 964860765.
OASIS CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CONEXAO
CONEXAO, R. Dr. Joaquim
Tello 32C, Lagos. Sun: 11am; Tue:
6.30pm ; Thu: 3.30pm Bible Study.
Int. English w/ Portuguese translation
available. Michael - 964 285 351 / Lois
- 914 381 598 www.oasischristian
fellowship.com
R.C. MASS in English, Igreja N Sra
da Luz, Luz near Lagos
Lagos. Saturdays
7pm. 917464353. Lagoa Sunday Mass
(in Portuguese) Vale D’el Rei church, 9
am Lagoa Main church at 12 noon &
Saturday 6.30 pm. Daily Mass at Lagoa
Main church Mon & Fri: 9am & Tues &
Thurs: 6.30pm. Carvoeiro Church
Sat: 10pm (7July-25 Aug), Sun: 10.30am.
LIFE HUB Albufeira Knowing Jesus and making Him known. Housechurch in Balaia meets Thu-7.30pm.
Call Paul on 926482323 for directions.
TAVIRA From December,s Holy
Mass in English will be at 12.15
pm.Church of Santa Maria Tavira
Every
Sunday
914621429
tavira@diocese-algarve.pt
KINGDOM
HALL
OF
JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES. All
Welcome, no collections. Largo Eng.
Sarrea Prado, Portimão Mon 7.30pm
Sat 4pm Tel. 282 476 111 Beco 25 de
Abril, Ferreiras, Albufeira Wed
7.30pm Sun 10:15am Tel 289 432 542
Faro Wed 8.15pm, Sun 10am Tavira
Wed 7.30pm, Sun 1pm. www.jw.org
HOUS
E OF PRAYER CHAPEL
HOUSE
Rua Municipio 31 Next to Hotel Paraiso,
Albufeira Sunday service at 10am and
6pm For more info call now: 919 458 666
WESLEYAN
METHODIST
CHURCH, PORTIMÃO. Services
Sunday - May to Sept 5pm, Oct to Apr
4pm. Silveira, Lote 2 - Lj. A Beco do
Moleiro, Caldeira do Moinho –
PORTIMÃO (near the round about of
Aqua Shopping Center) GPS: 37° 08'
47.92? N 008° 32' 22.13? W For infos
or social help, please contact us:
931721005 www.imwportimao.org

Verse of the Week
You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the
cup of demons too; you cannot have a part in
both the Lord’s table and the table of demons.
1 Corinthians 10:21 New International Version (NIV)
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Change is coming
It’s a strange time of year for the golfer, the
FedEx Cup has finished and almost in a blink
of an eye the 2018/2019 season has
started. The European Tour hasn’t finished
yet, because it has yet to get to Dubai, the
finish line for its events.

T

he Tour School
goes to its second
stage next week
and the Challenge
Tour comes to its
conclusion this week. All of
this, regarding the Tour
School and Challenge
Tour, is carefully
scheduled so that the
players know whether they
have a place on the
European Tour next year,
or will it be the Challenge
Tour for a year of grinding,
out of the spotlight of the
spectators, ever glancing
at the bank balance.
Or worst of all, you lose
your playing privileges and
have to find a way of
making ends meet with the
ever-probable outcome
looming that you may have
to find another career.
Strange, don’t you think,
that you can be an
extremely talented player,
ranked in the top four
hundred in Europe, and not
be able to compete.
Imagine if your career was
ranked, if you were in the
top four hundred salesmen
in Europe, life at Christmas
would be a little different.
However, that’s the way it
goes. Every year without
fail, the players who have
struggled leave and the
players who have excelled
stay. Even though they have

constantly strived for
excellence, the
perseverance and
perspiration evident for all
to see.
Which leads me to ask you
a question: How was your
golf this year? More
importantly, have you
enjoyed yourself? Tough
questions, I know, but
seriously did you have fun,
or has it all become a little
stale and stagnant? You
should have a lot in
common with the Tour
Pros mentioned before,
they are working out right
now how to improve on last
year’s exploits. Where to
shave off a shot here and
there, which area of the
game needs work? Is it the
putting, the body or the
mind which needs work?
The same questions
should be asked of your
game. After all, somebody
very clever once said, “the
definition of insanity is
doing the same thing over
and over and expecting
different results.” If you are
going to change, what are
you going to change?
We were asking the same
question in a different way
last weekend, at BLiP
(Better Living in Portugal
Expo), where we were
exhibiting. We simply asked
the golfers at our stand if
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they were happy with their
swings, their bodies and
their equipment. It was a
little unfair because we
knew that very few golfers
are ever happy with their
games, bodies and
equipment…. at the same
time.
In fact, how many golfers
do you know that are happy
with their games? It seems
like golfers coined the
phrase, “misery loves
company” judging by the
tales of woe which can be
heard on every patio/
clubhouse adjacent to a
golf course.
Turning back to you
though, is there anything
which can be improved
regarding your technique,
body fitness or equipment?
Because this is the best
time of year to be
implementing changes,
after all, the competitive
season is really over for the
winter now. The Majors or
big games are probably
next year so by starting the
process now you are giving
yourself time to be ready for
the New Year.
Shameless plug coming
here: we are the only
Academy in the Algarve
which is able to offer first
class coaching with the aid
of state of the art
technology, combined with

While many players will be taking stock of their past year’s golfing achievements, none
will feel more accomplished than Brooks Koepka, who has climbed to the top of the golf
rankings as the 2018 season draws to a close. (Photo: EPA/Tannen Maury)

the only Titleist
Performance Institute
Certified Fitness instructor
(south of Lisbon). On top of
this, our Academy has
Callaway, Cleveland,
TaylorMade, PXG and
Srixon available to

compare with your own
clubs.
In short, if you feel that your
technique could do with a
brush up, your body has
become a little less
compliant for the task at
hand or your clubs are

better suited to an
appearance on Antiques
Roadshow, then get in
contact with us at the Golf
Integrated Academy,
situated at Vila Sol on 912
263 555. We can do all of
this for a great price.
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Ronaldo electrifies Old Trafford
Cristiano Ronaldo returned to Old Trafford where the Juventus star had not played
since he first made his name during the Sir Alex Ferguson years. Street sellers sold
scarves with his images and the words ‘The Legend Returns’ and, as he appeared for
the warm-up, both sets of fans inside the stadium applauded.

Cristiano Ronaldo acknowledges support from the Manchester United fans during Tuesday night’s game
against Juventus at Old Trafford. (Photo: EPA/Peter Powell)

I

mages of Ronaldo still adorn
the corridors of Old Trafford
where his record, during his
six-years in Manchester, was
phenomenal.
A total of 118 goals in 292
appearances, three league titles,
a Champions League crown and
amazing displays which elevated
his status to the greatest the
English Premier League has
seen. Manchester United, who
had just two shots on target, were
on the back foot from the start in
this Champions League group
game.

At one point in the first-half
Juventus enjoyed over seventyfive percent possession and had
restricted United to just one touch
inside its penalty area. The stats
did not improve much for United
after the break, the English club
ended the night with thirty-nine
percent possession and
manager José Mourinho
admitting that the Italians were at
a “different level.”
The only goal of the game came
in the seventeenth minute when
Ronaldo, free to roam as and
where he liked, crossed from the

right finding the impressive
Dybala, who side-footed home
for his fourth Champions League
goal of the season. Another
Portuguese player to impress for
Juventus was João Cancelo
whose surging runs caused
havoc in the United defence.
The 24 year-old, who started his
career at Benfica, was born in
Setúbal, the same municipality
as José Mourinho, and in the very
year that José was assisting the
great Sir Bobby Robson reach
the Champions League semifinal with FC Porto.
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United under Mourhino, who
may even struggle to get through
the group stages this year, came
closest to scoring when Paul
Pogba’s shot hit the post after the
break, but an equaliser would
have been undeserved. This
result puts the Italians in total
control of Group H with nine
points. United trail five points
behind in fourth.
If Juventus beat United in the
return fixture in ten days time,
they will have won the group with
two games to spare. A draw will
be enough for the Italian
champions to secure
qualification for the knockout
phase.
The good news for United is that
Valencia were held at Young
Boys which means they have only
got two points; Young Boys prop
up the table with one. In Group
‘E’, Benfica came close to
gaining a valuable point away at
Ajax but succumbed to
Mazraoui’s deflected winner
deep into stoppage time.
Meanwhile, Cristiano Ronaldo
became the first player to score
four hundred goals in Europe’s
top five leagues, as Juventus
dropped points for the first time
this season against Genoa last
weekend. Ronaldo’s fifth goal in
‘Serie A’ was added to his eightyfour Premier League strikes for
Manchester United and three
hundred and eleven in La Liga
for Real Madrid. The Portugal
captain tapped in after João
Cancelo’s shot was blocked.
CR7 had earlier hit the post with a
header.

Mourinho goes
incognito as he
walks to Old
Trafford
Manchester United boss
Jose Mourinho disguised
himself under a hoodie as he
walked to the ground for the
Champions League clash with
Juventus as traffic problems
again affected Old Trafford
on a European night.
The club were fined 15,000
euros after their last Champions
League match against Valencia
kicked off late.
The Juventus bus made it to
the ground just before 7pm for
the 8pm kick-off, with the United
bus arriving around 15 minutes
later, having taken more than an
hour to travel less than a
kilometre. Having kicked off five
minutes late against Valencia,
there was again a slight delay,
with the game starting at 8.02pm.
United stayed at the Hilton
hotel at the nearby cricket
ground, but Mourinho decided to
walk to Old Trafford,
accompanied by one security
guard, instead of travelling with
his players. He told BT Sport: “We
changed hotel, the hotel is just
around in the corner.
“The players are in the bus for
45 minutes. I walked with a
hoodie in the middle of the fans,
nobody recognised me. I took two
minutes, what I took two minutes
walking, the players couldn’t do
45 minutes in the bus.
“Juventus are having the same
kind of problem. I informed the
UEFA delegate about the
situation because we don’t want
to be punished again.” TPN/PA

